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Tiivistelmä

Tässä työssä tutkimme 1X Stepperin optimivalotusparametreja, tarkoituksena määrittää
laitteen prosessi-ikkuna. Stepperilitografian koko kiekkoaluetta pienempi valotusalue
mahdollistaa paremman fokustason alle mikrometrin dimensioiden rakenteille. Vaikka
laitteemme resoluutio ei vastaa moderneja step-and-scan valottimia, on sen tarjoama
korkea fokustaso erittäin hyödyllinen topografiaa sisältävissä valmistusprosesseissa, kuten
monissa MEMS-tuotteissa.
Tutkimme
sähköelektronimikroskoopilla
(SEM)
photoresistiprofiileja
eri
valotusenergioilla ja testimaskeilla löytääksemme optimaaliset valotusparametrit.
Arvioimme
optimaalista
resistinpaksuutta
Swing
Curve
–kuvaajista.
Eri
valotusenergioiden ja fokuksien näytteiden SEM:llä tehtyjen profiilimittausten perusteella
piirsimme Bossung-kuvaajat, joiden pohjalta arvioimme Stepperin prosessi-ikkunaa.
Vertailimme profiileja paljaan piin ja termisen oksidin välillä sekä tutkimme yleisesti alle
mikrometrin rakenteiden valotuksen onnistumista.
Optimiresistipaksuudeksi tasaiselle pinnalle määritettiin 1,67 μm. Stepperin prosessiikkunan
huomattiin
olevan
varsin
suuri,
fokustason
ollessa
4,0
μm.
Optimivalotusenergiaksi määritettiin 230 mJ ja optimifokukseksi -1,0 μm. Stepperin
resoluutio oli alle mikrometrin: tätä pienemmät rakenteet valottuivat hyvin, joskin ne
olivat varsin kapeita yläosastaan. Resistiprofiilien huomattiin olevan samanlaisia paljaan
piin ja oksidin päällä oksidietsausprosessivaiheen jälkeen.
Stepperillämme on riittävä fokustaso ja resoluutiokyvykkyys MEMS-tuotantoon. Tämän
työn tuloksena saatiin optimivalotusparametrit, jotka mahdollistavat tehokkaamman
piirisuunnittelun ja piikiekkopinta-alan käytön. Tämä mahdollistaa MEMS-tuotteiden
koon ja hinnan pienentämisen. Kaukaisemmassa tulevaisuudessa kiristyvät
resoluutiotarpeet vaativat joko luovia laitekehitysratkaisuja tai uuden, modernimman
valotuslaitteen.
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Abstract

In this work we found optimum exposure parameters and determined a process window
for a 1X Stepper tool used in MEMS fabrication. Compared to older full-wafer imaging,
Stepper lithography has a smaller exposure field that enables to maintain high Depth of
Focus (DOF) even at submicron dimensions. Even though its resolution limit is far from
the modern step-and-scan tools used in IC industry today, its higher depth of focus makes
it a suitable tool for MEMS, where lithography over severe topography is often mandatory.
For the optimization of our Stepper tool, photoresist profiles obtained with different
exposure parameters and test masks were analysed with Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) and optical microscope delegated to measurement of Critical Dimensions (CD).
Both profiles on top of thermal oxide and on top of bare silicon were investigated. A Swing
Curve was constructed to determine photoresist thickness by RPM. Photoresist profiles
were analysed with different focus and exposure energies to construct Bossung plots.
These Bossung plots were used to determine our process window. Different types of
submicron structures were investigated with the optimum parameters found.
Optimum photoresist thickness obtained in Swing Curve analysis was 1,67 µm for planar
surfaces. The process window of our Stepper tool is quite large, with DOF of 4 µm. The
optimum exposure energy of our Stepper tool was 230 mJ and optimum focus was -1,0
µm. The isofocal CD was about 150 nm lower than CD on mask. The resolution limit of our
Stepper tools is slightly lower than 1,0 µm: submicron lines are exposed and defined
clearly, but they are sloped and thus quite narrow at top. After final oxide etching,
photoresist profiles were almost identical on top of bare silicon and oxide.
Our Stepper tool has sufficient resolution and high DOF suitable for MEMS fabrication.
The optimal exposure parameters found in this work allow for smaller safety tolerances in
chip design and thus more efficient use of silicon area. This allows reducing the size and
cost of the MEMS without reducing device performance. In a farther future with more
strict resolution requirements, either creative solutions or new kind of lithography tools
are needed.
Keywords Stepper, optical lithography, process window, DOF, photoresist profile, Bossung plot
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List of abbreviations
APC =

Advanced Process Control. Control of lithographic process with automated
feedback and feed-forward loops.

BARC =

Bottom Antireflective Coating. Antireflective coating placed below photoresist
to reduce unwanted reflections from the substrate.

CAR =

Chemically Amplified Resist. Photoresist used in deep-UV lithography, postexposure bake causes catalytic chemical reactions.

CD =

Critical Dimension. A measure of smallest dimension that is critical to device
operation, usually linewidth, measured at specific feature height.

CMOS =

Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor. A Field-effect transistor utilizing
both n-type and p-type junctions.

CMP =

Chemical-Mechanical Polishing. A polishing method used in microfabrication,
where abrasive slurry is used.

Deep-UV =

Deep-Ultraviolet. A common term used to describe wavelengths between 150
and 300 nm.

DNQ =

Diazonaphthoquinone. Most common Photoactive Compound in positive resists.

DOF =

Depth of Focus. Total range of focus, where image remains sharp enough to be
tolerated.

DRIE =

Deep Reactive Ion Etching. A type of plasma etching, where vertically directional
ion bombardment allows for highly anisotropic etching with high aspect ratios.

EUV =

Extreme Ultraviolet. A common term used to describe wavelengths between 5
nm and 50 nm.

E/F =

Focus-Exposure Matrix. Variation of linewidths as a function of exposure dose
and focus. In older literature, abbreviation FEM was used for Focus-Exposure
Matrix, but today this abbreviation (FEM) is commonly used for Finite Element
Method.

FTBA =

Front-To-Back side Alignment. Alignment system used to align the front side of
the wafer to the backside of the wafer. Necessary for dual-sided processing.

g-line =

A line of mercury spectrum corresponding to wavelength of about 436 nm.

HDMS =

Hexamethyldisilazane. A chemical used in lithography for surface preparation to
make the wafer surface hydrophobic.

h-line =
IC =

A line of mercury spectrum corresponding to wavelength of about 405 nm.
Integrated Circuit. A set of electronic devices connected together on one chip of
semiconductor material, usually silicon.

i-line =
LER =

A line of mercury spectrum corresponding to wavelength of about 365nm.
Line Edge Roughness. Deviation of a feature from ideally smooth, ideal shape.
Effect increases with smaller linewidths.

LSA =
MEMS =

Laser Scanning Alignment. Field alignment system utilizing lasers.
Microelectromechanical Systems. A field containing a wide range of devices that
perform various tasks, containing various moving parts.

MIC =

Metal Ion Containing. Abbrevation used for developers containing metal ions.
Generally cheaper than MIF-developers, but not suitable for some processes.

MIF =

Metal Ion Free. Abbrevation used for developers containing no metal ions. More
expensive than MIC-developers.

NA =

Numerical Aperture. The sine of maximum half-angle of light passing through
lens, multiplied by the refraction index of the medium (usually air).

NEMS

Nanoelectromechanical systems. A field containing a wide range of devices in
the nanoscale dimension that perform various tasks, containing various moving
parts. An evolution from MEMS.

OAI =

Off-Axis Illumination. Illumination with no on-axis component.

OPC =

Optical Proximity Correction. A method of purposefully changing the patterns
on the photomask to obtain printed patterns with desired shape and size.

PEB =

Post-exposure bake. A heating step that can have two purposes: a) reduce
detrimental standing wave effect b) non-optional process step for chemically
amplified resist, which causes the solubility change to the developer.

PERIE =

Plasma Enhanced Reactive Ion Etching. Similar to RIE-etching, but RF-field can
be used for more vertical, anisotropic etching.

PAC =

Photoactive Compound. A component of photoresist sensitive to light.

PAG =

Photoacid Generator. A component of Chemically Amplified Resist sensitive to
light.
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PROLITH =

Positive Resist Optical Lithography model. A fortran language computer model
used in modeling resist profiles, standing wave effects, kinetic models for
development and other lithographic effects, developed by Chris Mack.

PSM =

Phase-Shifting Mask. Photomasks where phase transmittance is varied between
alternating clear regions.

RET =

Resolution enhancement technique. A term used for various techniques used to
improve the resolution limit of optical lithography.

Reticle =

A term historically used for a higher magnification of a single field used to make
photomask. Today this term is used interchangeably for all photomasks.

RF =

Radio Frequency. Rate of oscillation corresponding to frequencies between 3
kHz and 300 GHz

RIE =
RPM =

Reactive Ion Etching. Most of etching is done by excited neutrals.
Round-per-Minute. A measure of angular speed. An important parameter in
photoresist spin coating.

SEM =

Scanning Electron Microscope. A microscope that uses focused electron beams
for imaging. Used to analyze resist profiles and critical dimensions, for example.

SPC =

Statistical Process Control. Statistical analysis of process parameters over time,
lot to lot, in order to recognize statistically unexpected variation.

SPIE =
SRAF =

International Society for Optics and Photonics.
Subresolution assist feature. Small features, such as scattering bars, placed
beside patterns to act as dummy features: they are below resolution limit of the
imaging system, but affect lithographic performance.

Stepper =

Step-and-repeat camera. A lithography system where a high speed wafer stage
moves in steps while imaging optics and reticles used to form repeated images
are stationary.

TARC =

Top Antireflective Coating. A film deposited on top of photoresist to reduce
unwanted reflections from the air-resist surface.

TTV =

Total Thickness Variation. Difference between maximum and minimum
thickness values on the wafer.

UV =

Ultraviolet. Ultraviolet portion of electromagnetic spectrum (400 nm and below)

1 Introduction
Much of the modern life style – such as communication, computers and other electronics – is
based on developments in integrated circuit (IC) fabrication. Most crucial aspect in this
development of modern electric devices has been device miniaturization. Reduction of critical
dimensions (CD) of devices, as predicted by Moore`s law1, improves both the performance of the
devices and reduces their cost [1]. This minimization of feature size is technically limited by
lithography step [2, p.2], and during the last decades a huge amount of development has been
done to improve the best possible resolution obtained by lithography equipment. The experience
gained from this development mostly done by the IC industry can be taken into advantages in
lithography for other devices, such as Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) [1].
In this Master´s Thesis we discuss optical lithography, which has preserved its position as the
most widely used commercial lithography method, despite numerous predictions of its
replacement by electron beam, x-ray or some other advanced lithography methods [2, p.12]. The
main focus is on step-and-repeat (Stepper) lithography for MEMS. In this method, a high speed
wafer stage moves in steps while imaging optics and reticles used to form repeated images are
stationary [3, p.15]. Compared to older exposure tools that expose the whole wafer at once, the
use of reduction mask (reticle) with smaller exposure field allows maintaining sufficient Depth of
Focus (DOF) even at submicron dimensions.
The purpose of this work is to find the optimal exposure parameters for Stepper operation. The
main parameters investigated are photoresist thickness, resist profile, exposure light intensity
and image focus by using optical linewidth analysis tools and Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM). Practical process goals are optimization for focus level and exposure dose by Bossung
plots, minimization of standing wave effects by Swing Curves, investigation of various submicron
features and comparison of resist profiles on top of bare silicon and on top of thermal oxide. The
Bossung plots are constructed from imaging photoresist profiles with of different exposure
settings: figure 1 shows an example of a photoresist profile used in this investigation.

1

Famous prediction by Gordon Moore that the number of devices on the chip doubled every year. This was later
revised for doubling every 18 months, and has been accurate for decades [4, p.478]
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Figure 1: Example of a SEM-image showing a photoresist profile used in the construction of Bossung plots. The
photoresist was coated with gold to avoid resist charging.

We begin this work by presenting lithography processes and those post-lithography processes
crucial for MEMS fabrication, especially plasma etching, in chapter 2.1. After this, we discuss the
basics of lithography optics in chapter 2.2, followed by main points about photoresists in chapter
2.3. In both of these chapters, main focus is on conventional optical lithography. Next, we
present the Stepper lithography equipment in chapter 2.4. After this, in chapter 2.5 we discuss
the metrology equipment used for lithography. In the experimental section we first briefly
introduce materials, equipment and test masks used in this work (chapters 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). In
chapter 3.4 we discuss the methods used to find optimal process parameters.
Following this, in the results we present what we find to be process parameter optima for this
particular Stepper, in the form of a presentation of Swing Curves (chapter 4.1) and Bossung plots
(chapter 4.2). We also investigate submicron features (chapter 4.3) and resist profiles on top of
patterned oxide (chapter 4.4). In the discussion section, we first evaluate the obtained resolution
and DOF compared to Steppers presented in the literature in chapter 5.1. After this, we evaluate
the effect of thermal oxide (chapter 5.2) and gold-coating (chapter 5.3), and discuss variations
due to Stepper tool (chapter 5.4) and other equipment (chapter 5.5). Finally, in chapter 6 we
offer conclusions drawn from our work, with an emphasis on applicability of our results to the
wider field of MEMS fabrication.

2 Theory
In this chapter we present the theory for Stepper optimization. We start by presenting various
lithography process steps and considerations for post-lithography processes. For post-lithography
processes, the main focus is on plasma etching, and other processes, such as lift-off, are omitted.
After this, we discuss lithography optics and photoresist chemistry, which are both essential to
understand Stepper operation. This is followed by presentation of the Stepper system, our main
subject. Finally we discuss lithography metrology and determination of process window, of which
latter is the most important part in our experimental section.

2.1 Lithography and post-lithography processing
The fabrication of three dimensional MEMS structures is based on a process called patterning.
Optical lithography is the most common patterning technology used in microelectronics [5]. This
patterning is usually subtractive, as demonstrated in figure 2, but it can also be additive [2, p.2].
In order to create 3D structures, the patterning process needs to be repeated several or even
dozens of times. Combined with submicron dimensions used, this induces a need for very good
overlay and CD control in the lithography step. Several lithography process steps are needed to
satisfy these parameters, with different adjustable parameters in each lithography process step.

Figure 2: Schematic of a subtractive patterning process.
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2.1.1 Lithography process steps
A typical lithography process flow is presented in figure 3. The process starts with surface
preparation, where the wafer surface is cleaned and prepared for lithography process. Wafer
preparation generally includes surface cleaning (with acetone or isopropyl), dehydration bake
(100-200 oC for several minutes [6][4, p.103] and adhesion promotion with hexamethyldisilazane
(HDMS), using reduced pressure and elevated temperature [2, p.15]. Next, the wafer is coated
with a uniform layer of photoresist by spin coating, where a few milliliters of resist is dispensed
on a wafer that is rotated. The thickness of the resist layer is obtained by equilibrium between
centrifugal force and solvent evaporation [6]: photoresist thicknesses close to 1,0 μm are
common. Photoresists are discussed more thoroughly in chapter 2.3.

Figure 3: Typical lithography process flow using positive photoresist. Additional baking step (hard bake) may be
conducted after development to improve resistance to etching and ion implantation. [2, p.13]

After spin coating, resist still contains excess solvent that needs to be removed. This excess
solvent is removed with prebake (also known as softbake or post-apply bake) either in an oven or
at hot plate in 90 oC or slightly above. Removal of excess solvent reduces mask contamination,
improves resist adhesion and reduces various detrimental effects, such as resist foaming, dark
erosion and resist bubbling, at later process steps. [6] Following the prebake step is alignment
and exposure. Here, patterns on the mask are aligned to those on the wafer, using specific
alignment marks that have been placed on some important device layer in a previous lithography
step [4, p.108]. The wafer is then exposed through the mask (photomasks are discussed in
chapter 2.2.1). In clear areas light passing through the photomask causes a solubility change in
solubility in the photoresist to the developer [2, p.19]. For positive resists, exposure causes
carboxylic acid to be created in these areas, which greatly increases resist solubility in developer.
For negative resists, exposure causes the resist to crosslink by polymerization, which greatly
reduces the solubility to the developer. [4, p.106] The actual chemical reactions are discussed in
chapter 2.3 with photoresists.
Next lithography process step is post-exposure bake (PEB). For conventional (i-line: 365 nm)
resists, this is an optional step, which is used to reduce the detrimental standing wave effect (see
chapter 2.2.3) [7]. For chemically amplified resists, this process step is mandatory in order to
create the desired solubility difference between exposed and unexposed areas [8] (see chapter
2.3.2). The following process step is development, where those areas that went a solubility
change in exposure step are etched away. Positive photoresists generally use 0,26M tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), which reacts with carboxylic acid (see chapter 2.3.3), while
negative resists are usually developed with solvents [4, p.106]. Three most common in-line
development application methods are spin development, spray development and puddle
development. Of these, puddle development has the smallest developer usage, but can suffer
from developer depletion at clear areas. This effect can be mitigated by using a double-puddle
process where developer deposition is divided into two shorter applications. [2, p.24]
An additional baking step (not shown in figure 3), hard bake, can be conducted before actually
transferring patterns to the wafer by ion implantation or etching. This baking step improves resist
stability by crosslinking of the polymers at high temperatures (commonly 110 oC), which allows
the developed resist to better withstand the following process steps. [6] The temperature of the
hard bake step is limited by glass transition temperature of the resist, T g, above which the resist
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will start to flow: this creates sloped sidewalls, which is unwanted [4, p.106]. For even greater
etch resistance, the developed photoresist can be exposed to deep-UV light, which crosslinks the
resin at photoresist surface, allowing the resist withstand temperatures up to 200 oC [2, p.25].
After development and possible hard bake step, the wafers are measured and inspected for CD
and overlay: by doing this before pattern transfer to the substrate, the wafers that do not meet
the required CD and overlay specifications can be reworked, which means sending them through
the lithography process flow again after photoresist stripping [4, p.127]. After the wafers meet
the required specifications, patterns are transferred to the substrate, after which the photoresist
can be removed. This can be done either by wet stripping (acetone or fenol based liquids) or
plasma stripping (oxygen is very reactive with polymers), of which the latter has become more
common in semiconductor industry.
2.1.2 Practical considerations
The lithography process is very sensitive to particle contamination and photoresist processes
requires stable operation environment: for these reasons all the lithography process steps are
conducted in cleanrooms. The purpose of the cleanroom is to minimize the amount of airborne
particles (by using overpressure to blow particles outside and to gray areas), and control the
temperature, humidity and lighting [9, p.3]. Isolation of vibration and static electricity are also
necessary to prevent damage to sensitive microelectronic structures and equipment [4, p.441].
The control of amount of airborne particles requires control of cleanroom air (supply,
distribution, filtering), construction materials (raw materials and process equipment) and
operating procedures. Control of manufacturing personnel and cleanroom entering procedures
(different change zones) is especially important, since people working in the cleanroom are the
biggest contamination source. [10, p.92]
Even with proper control of cleanroom air and cleanroom conditions, the exposure to airborne
particles should be minimized for resists, developers, masks and lithography tools by proper
storage. For resists, extended periods at improper (too high or low) temperatures may cause
particle deposition by precipitation of the photoinitiator and premature ageing, as well as
reduction of resist adhesion and wetting. Photoresists need also to be protected from shortwavelength (< 500 nm) light, which is done by yellow filter foils. In the case of developers,
storage in closed tanks or N2-steam is required to avoid premature developer ageing. [6] For

photomasks, metal frames with protective membrane (pellicles) are used to keep them clean
(see chapter 2.2.1 for more information about photomasks) [11]. Purification and filtering of the
used water, gases and chemicals, as well as their waste control and storage, is also necessary to
minimize atomic contamination [4, p.143 and p.442].
While optimizing the whole lithography process and individual process steps, it is important to
keep in mind the purpose of the lithography in the complete process flow: photoresist is used as
a mask for pattern transfer at plasma etching, wet etching, ion implantation, film deposition and
lift-off. These processes impose requirements for the photoresist, such as etch selectivity (to
silicon and different thin films), adhesion (avoiding resist peeling) and thermal stability (high
energy processes cause resist heating) [6]. Of different post-lithography processes, we only
discuss plasma etching in this work.
2.1.3 Plasma Etching
Plasma etching, also known as Reactive Ion Etching (RIE), uses reactive gases ionized by RF field in
a vacuum. The etching mechanism is a combination of chemical (reaction) and physical (ion
bombardment) etching, which allows for vertically directional (anisotropic) etching if needed.
Compared to wet etching, which proceeds either in the form of spherical waves (isotropically) or
anisotropically by crystal planes, plasma etching enables more vertical sidewalls and less
undercut for more closely spaced structures and narrower linewidths. [4, p.132] In the etching
process, uncovered areas are etched while a mask layer (commonly just patterned photoresist)
protects other areas. By varying the etch gases, different thin films can be etched. For example,
etching of Si and SiO2 commonly use fluorine-based gas-mixtures (e.g. CF4) that also have varying
amounts of O2 and H2: by adjusting the amount O2 and H2 -gases in the mixture, the Si:SiO2-etch
ratio can be adjusted as desired [6].
In addition to vertical sidewalls, MEMS fabrication generally requires fast silicon etch rates (> 3
μm/min used to be a common requirement) and high aspect ratios, with vertical etch depth as
high as several hundred micrometers. In order to achieve this, MEMS processing uses Deep
Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) extensively in order to create a wide variety of structures [12]. For
high aspect ratio etches, Bosch process, shown in figure 4 below, is a common choice [6]. This
process consists of alternating between isotropic SF6-etch pulse and C4F8-passivation pulse so
that the polymer layer deposited at passivation pulse is removed by ion bombardment at trench
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bottom, but not attacked at sidewalls due to vertical directionality of the ion bombardment [4,
p.258]. By repeating the etch and passivation steps many times over, the final profile will be
vertical trench: with proper etch optimization the sidewalls will be completely straight (figure
5a), while poor etch optimization leads to scalloping sidewalls (figure 5b) [13]. Typical
commercial Bosch processes allow >50 aspect ratios, >10 μm/min silicon etch rates and >150
selectivities for Si:resist [6].

Figure 4: Schematic of a Bosch process: a) isotropic SF 6-etch b) C4F8 passivation c) next etch step. Repeating steps
b) and c) creates straight, undulating sidewalls. [4, p.259]

Figure 5: SEM-image of a) microtrench created by optimized DRIE process b) scalloping sidewalls created by nonoptimized DRIE process [13]

Using photoresist as an etch mask in DRIE imposes various requirements on the patterned resist,
such as etch selectivity, resist profile, thermal stability and post-etch plasma strip. DRIE-etches
are long processes that can take several hours and the resist needs to be thick enough to
withstand the whole etch time. If the resist sidewall is not vertical, the resist thickness is smaller
at the edge between covered and uncovered area, which causes the resist to run out more
quickly. [12] The high energy ion bombardment heats the wafer and the resist, and the Boschprocess thus requires backside helium cooling. Even with this cooling, heat conduction may not
be good enough to prevent overheating the resist. This heating can cause thermal rounding of
resist, thus reducing photoresist thickness at edge, as well resist bubbling and crosslinking of the
resist resin. [6] Crosslinking in the resist can make post-etch resist removal challenging [2, p.26].
Since the etch conditions in Bosch process are so harsh and etches are so long, in many cases it is
not possible or reasonable to use resist as a mask. Instead, the processes can use a hard mask,
where an etch-resistant material is first patterned using photoresist mask, after which the resist
is removed and the hard mask is used for DRIE [4, p.134]. As SiO2 generally withstands DRIEetching better than photoresist, oxide layers of 1 μm are usually more than thick enough to be
used as hard masks. For MEMS applications, the required trench depths vary from several to
hundreds micrometers, and whether a hard or soft mask is used depends on the specific process
step. Reducing the temperature during etching can improve photoresist selectivity to silicon [12].
Plasma etching is a complex process where several parameters need to be optimized. Pattern
size, pattern density and high aspect ratio can cause various effects and non-idealities that are
detrimental for device performance, such as variations in etch rate and etch uniformity, nonvertical sidewalls, RIE lag, microloading, micrograss and notching [12]. Knowledge of detailed
physical and chemical phenomenon behind these effects is not critical for Stepper optimization,
but their effect should be taken into consideration at mask design and photoresist optimization.
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2.2 Lithography optics
The lithographic process presented in the previous chapter (see figure 3) can be seen as
sequence of information transfer steps, as shown in figure 6. The process starts with creation of
mask design by using different polygons, after which the desired patterns are written into
photomask. This photomask is then used in Stepper equipment to create an aerial image, which
is projected into photoresist. Exposure of photoresist changes this image into a latent image,
which is then further altered by a Post-Exposure Bake. The final resist profile is obtained by resist
development.

Figure 6: Lithography process expressed as information transfer step sequence.

2.2.1 Photomasks
Photomasks are very flat pieces of quartz or glass with a layer of chromium on other side. In this
layer of chromium, high-precision images of electronic circuits, called die, have been etched. By
using these etched circuit images in exposure, the same mask can be used to expose wafers in a
fast, repeatable way, without need to directly write the pattern on each wafer. [11] Throughput
advantage offered by fast exposure with photomasks has allowed optical lithography to remain
the most important patterning method, while reduction optics has reduced the costs of mask
fabrication [4, p.97]. Stepper photomasks (called reticles) have several circuit patterns side by
side, and combinations of different patterns on different reticles are used to form the device [15,
p.380]. The reticles also generally have a protective membrane, known as pellicle, on them to
keep the surface clean from particles [2, p.480]: pellicle operation principle is showed in figure 7.

Figure 7: Operation principle of the pellicle. Thin membrane keeps particles off the mask surface: with distance to
the focal plane increased, the effect printed on wafer is minimized [14].

For mask fabrication, device manufacturer sends the desired circuit data to photomask company,
where this data is converted into different shaped rectangles and trapezoids so that mask writing
systems can use them [11]. After this, photomask fabrication process is generally done as
presented in table 1 below.
Table 1: General process flow for photomask fabrication [15, chapter 5]:

Fabrication step

Procedures

1. Substrate preparation

Dicing and polishing for precise, ultra-flat substrates

2. Pattern writing

Direct writing by e-beam or laser

3. Pattern processing

Correction of pattern errors by feedback and calibration

4. Metrology

Measurement of feature placement, size and defect density

5. Pattern inspection

Comparison to database, good comparison efficiency required for
accurate and complete defect identification

6. Cleaning

Removal of gross and trace organics, and particles by wetcleaning without damaging the surface

7. Repair

Etching extra chrome or deposition for missing chrome (see figure
8) [4, p.98]

8. Pellicle attachment

Pellicle attachment over photomask row or array [11] (see figure
7 above)

9. Final defect inspection

Final comparison to customer requirements
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Photomask fabrication is basically quite simple process using direct-write lithography and
chromium etching to create patterns. However, since the photomasks are used in high precision
processes such as IC-fabrication, the requirements for surface cleanliness, defect density and
mask tolerances are extremely strict: the photomasks should have no defects that cause greater
than ± 10 % error in printed features or final device performance [15, p.447]. For non-critical
process steps, the requirements are looser, and it is possible to use masks with looser
specifications and greatly reduced cost, while for critical process steps, such as contact levels,
high mask quality is critical for device performance [4, p.99].
Photomask defects are divided into two types: hard defects and soft defects. Soft defects mean
any defects that can be removed by cleaning, such as stains and particles. [15, p.448] Hard
defects are defined as any kind of flaw that affects the mask geometry and requires repair or
rewrite of the mask. These hard defects can be divided into three types, as shown in figure 8
below: extra chrome on areas that should be clear, clear areas where should be chrome and
transmission errors. [11] It should also be noted that if the size of the defects is very small (less
than one third of CD, as rule of thumb), they will not print upon lithography process and are
called cosmetic defects [4, p.99].

Figure 8: Mask defects, with either missing (pinhole, necking, intrusion) or extra chrome (protrusion, bridging,
pinspot) or transmission errors (surface roughness). [4, p.99]

2.2.2 Image formation
As seen in figure 6 before, the lithography process uses photomasks and image projection to
transfer the design on the mask first into an aerial image and then image in resist. Modern
lithography tools generally use reduction optics (see figure 9 below), which allow for smaller
linewidths with easier mask fabrication [4, p.115]. In addition to reduction optics, modern tools
usually use either stepping or a combination of scanning and stepping for the image projection
(see chapter 2.4 for wafer Steppers) [2, p.29].

Figure 9: A typical reduction optics lithography system [4, p.115].

The image projection and exposure of the photoresist is not this ideal in reality: due to the wavenature of light and diffraction, the light intensity distribution (also known as Airy pattern) in the
photoresist does not have perfectly defined edges (see figure 10 below) [15, p.14]. Due to this,
there will be so-called grey areas between fully exposed and unexposed areas in the resist, where
exposure dose is between zero and maximum dose. These areas are not meant to be developed,
even though they receive small, non-zero exposure dose. In order to achieve this, a high contrast
photoresist should be used. [6] Photoresist contrast is discussed more in chapter 2.3.1.
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Figure 10: Transmittance tm(x) and resulting diffraction patterns for a) isolated line b) array of equal lines and
spaces. Both tm and Tm present electric fields and normally incident plane waves are assumed. The longest line at
the middle of the figure b) is the zero order diffraction. [2, p.41]

To describe aerial image formation in lithography mathematically, one should use Maxwell`s
equations. These equations are, however, very cumbersome, requiring many boundary
conditions and complex numerical calculations. [2, p.29] Thus, these equations are omitted in this
work, and the image projection is simply approximated by two common equations, known as the
Rayleigh relations:
(1),
(2),
where equation (1) gives the resolution of the lithography optics system as a distance between
two peaks of Airy peak distributions (see figure 11 below) and equation (2) gives DOF defined as a
focal range, where Airy peak intensity is within 20 % of best focus value. In an ideal case, with
two point sources of light,

,

, is the wavelength of the light and NA is the

numerical aperture of the lens [15, p.28, p.57]. For real lithographic applications, terms

and

are process related constants that can be used to evaluate process related improvements to
resolution and DOF. In modern CMOS processes,

can be as low as 0,5 [4, p.117], while

is in

practice close to 1 [15, p.749] for most processes. In both equations, the numerical aperture of
the lens can be calculated from:
(3),

where n is the index of refraction for the surrounding medium (air: n=1 for conventional
lithography) and 2 is the angle subtended by the lens [15, p.26].

Figure 11: Diffraction pattern intensities for single space (thick line), two spaces (thin solid line) and three spaces
(dashed line) of width w. The peaks shown are known as Airy peaks. [2, p.42]

By taking a closer look at equations (1) and (2), we can see that increasing the NA of the exposure
system improves the best obtainable resolution, but greatly reduces the DOF of the system: this
greatly diminishes the usefulness of NA increasing in resolution enhancement, as the price is paid
in poor focus [4, p.117]. Rayleigh expression for resolution and focus can be related by:
(4),
where R is resolution. From this equation, it is obvious that the DOF is greatly reduced as smaller
features (smaller R) are printed. [15, p.57] Smaller exposure wavelengths with new types of
photoresists (see chapter 2.3.1.) and special techniques used for resolution enhancement (see
chapter 2.2.5) can be used to improve resolution without reducing DOF, but their use might not
be economically profitable for MEMS industry [1].
The complexity of the lithographic system is further increased by taking into account that most
lithographic tools use partially coherent illumination, which means the light strikes the
photomask from a range of angles. From figure 12, which presents a common partially coherent
source, we can see that the diffraction patterns are broadened, when compared to spatially
coherent light (see figure 10b). [2, p.56] In addition to this, by tilting the angle of illumination, it is
possible to eliminate illumination with small angles of incidence, which improves image contrast
by reducing background light intensity [15, p.71].
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Figure 12: Broadened diffraction pattern when using partially coherent illumination [2, p.58].

The background light rises from an effect called flare, which means unwanted reflections that
cause the direction of the light be non-ray trace as it arrives to the wafer [16]. The unwanted
reflections happen due to lens aberrations: that is deviations from ideal lens shape and position.
Figure 13 below shows typical lens aberrations. The effect of these lens aberrations depend on
the illumination method and type of structures being printed: use of partially coherent
illumination reduces their effect while the use of Resolution Enhancement Technologies (see
chapter 2.2.5.) has been shown to increase the effect. Lens aberrations also have greater effect
with isolated lines than with arrays. As the lithographic resolution approaches diffraction limits,
the effects of aberrations becomes more noticeable. [17]

Figure 13: Typical lens aberrations upon construction [2, p.76].

2.2.3 Thin film optics
The aerial image generated by lithography optics is transferred into an image in the photoresist.
The photoresist itself is also an optical system, with various optical phenomena such as
absorption, interference and reflection [4, p.117]. The aerial image projected into photoresist
causes chemical reactions in the photoresist (see chapter 2.3.1.), which will create a latent image
in the photoresist consisting of exposed and unexposed areas [6]. For a simple, ideal case with
normally incident light, substrate optically identical to photoresist and photoresist properties not
varying during exposure, the light intensity into the photoresist would decrease as:
(5),
where

is the intensity of the incident light at top surface,

is the absorption coefficent and z is

depth into photoresist (z=0 at top). The equation (4) is known as integrated form of Lambert`s
law. [2, p.188]
The situation described above is an ideal case: photoresist bleaching (see chapter 2.3.1.) lowers
absorption coefficient during exposure [6], modern lithography tools generally use partially
coherent (not normally incident) illumination and photoresists generally have different optical
properties than substrate (or thin films on substrate). In addition, some of the light arriving to the
substrate will be reflected upwards, and thus energy intensity in the photoresist depends on the
interference phenomena between downward propagating and upward reflecting light [18].
Photoresist thickness will determine whether the interference is constructive or destructive,
causing a change in the exposure dose required to expose the resist. For a high contrast
photoresist with large thickness (i.e. due to topography) this may even cause some clear areas
not to be exposed. [4, p.119]
When the waves travelling downwards and reflecting upwards meet (see figure 14a below), they
combine to form a standing wave. These standing waves in photoresist vary sinusoidically, with a
constant period that can be calculated from:
⁄
where is the wavelength of the used illumination and

(6),
is the real index of refraction for

photoresist. [2, p.131-134] For common AZ-photoresists, refractive index values are usually 1,61,7 [6]. Figure 14b presents a typical intensity function for i-line exposure. As a result of the
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periodically varying intensity, resist film will have alternating levels of high and low exposure [15,
p.44], as demonstrated in figure 14c. The situation presented in figure 14 corresponds to a
situation with monochromatic illumination: for broadband illumination the intensity profile
consists of averaged intensities of different sinusoidal wave curves [2, p.142], as seen in figure
15.

Figure 14: a) Normally incident light arriving and reflecting at resist coated substrate b) typical standing wave
intensity for i-line exposure c) SEM-photograph showing the effect of standing waves on resist sidewalls. [2,
p.131&134]

Figure 15: Standing wave intensities for monochromatic (365 nm) and broadband (350-450 nm) illumination with
1000 nm thick photoresist film on silicon substrate [2, p.143].

Figures such as 14b and 15 are known as Swing Curves, which means graphical presentation of
some lithographic parameter (in this case relative light intensity) varying with resist thickness.
Other typical Swing Curve y-axis parameters are Dose-to-Clear, reflectivity and critical dimension
of which CD is the most important. [19] An example of a CD-Swing Curve is presented in figure
16a below. The use of partially coherent illumination produces standing waves over a range of
periods (figure 16b below), which will reduce Swing Curve amplitudes [2, p.149]. In order to
minimize the process sensitivity to resist thickness, it is useful to operate at minimum or

maximum of the Swing Curve. This may be challenging for surfaces with significant topography or
thin film thickness variation (i.e. oxide thickness variation). [15, p.49] It is also worthwhile to
minimize the amplitude of the Swing Curve, also known as Swing ratio: This can be achieved by
resist absorption tailoring, resist thickness increase (problematic for small linewidths), postexposure bake (see chapter 2.3.1.) or anti-reflection coatings [4, p.120]. CD-Swing-Curve
optimization is discussed more thoroughly in the next chapter.

Figure 16: Swing curves showing the effect of resist thickness variation for a) resist linewidth (CD) with coherent
illumination b) Dose-to-Clear for illumination with different partial coherence and numerical aperture (σNA) [2,
p.144&150].

There are two types of antireflection coatings that can be used to reduce Swing Curve effects:
Top Antireflection Coatings (TARC) and bottom Antireflection Coatings (BARC). TARC-layers are
deposited by photoresist-like spinning on top of the resist layer. With a correct TARC-thickness
and refractive index, they cancel out the light reflected from the substrate, thus eliminating the
Swing Curve effects. [20, ch.7] For a typical conventional resist, TARC-materials should generally
have a thickness below 100 nm and a refractive index of 1.3. TARC-materials with refractive index
this low are very difficult to find. [4, p.120] Surface topography and the use of partially coherent
illumination both affect the optimal TARC-layer thickness, thus reducing its effect [2, p.169].
Due to problems with TARC mentioned above, it is more common to reduce unwanted Swing
Curve effects by BARCs. There are two types of BARC-materials: BARC materials to reduce
reflectivity on absorbing surfaces, such as metals, and BARC-materials to reduce process
sensitivity to oxide thickness variations. [2, p.156] Typical BARC-materials are spin coated before
resist, baked at high temperature and dry-etched away after development [6], although some
BARC-materials can also be utilized in later process steps as hard masks or as part of finished
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devices. In order to avoid resist undercutting, BARC-materials must be able to withstand the
developer. [20, ch.7]
2.2.4 CD-Swing-Curve optimization
Critical Dimension, usually measured as linewidth, is the most important parameter for device
performance. Thus it is crucial to minimize the CD-variance caused by the standing wave effect.
For this reason, the Swing Curve optimization is generally done with CD as the sinusoidically
varying parameter for different photoresist thicknesses (see figure 16a in previous chapter) [19].
The thickness of the photoresist decreases with increasing photoresist spin speed, usually by the
reciprocal square root [6]. It is worthwhile to create spin curve for the specific photoresist used in
Swing Curve optimization for more easier photoresist spin recipe adjustment, since for the actual
resist coating equipment only RPMs can be adjusted, not the exact photoresist thicknesses.
Operating at either maximum or minimum of the Swing Curve is used to minimize linewidth
variation: the exact choice for which extreme of the Swing Curve to use depends on various
parameters, such as target linewidth (thick resist layers are generally unsuitable for narrow lines)
[4, p.120], used photoresist (resists are generally suitable only for a certain thickness range),
resist coating equipment (available resist thicknesses without reduced coating quality) [6] and
following process steps (long silicon etches require thicker resists as mask).
Operating at either minimum or maximum of the Swing Curve have different advantages: at
Swing Curve minimum, light rays at near normal incidence travel further into the resist and are
thus more strongly coupled. Higher spatial frequencies of the images are contained in these
oblique rays. On the other hand, at Swing Curve maximum the light intensity coupled into the
resist is highest, and thus the required exposure time is the lowest. [15, p.48] The locations of the
Swing maxima and minima depend, among other things, upon thickness of the underlying thin
films. An example of this is presented in figure 17, which shows CD-Swing Curves for i-line
exposure with two different oxide thicknesses. The choice of whether to operate at minimum or
maximum may be secondary in some cases, such as when substrate has topography (i.e.
patterned thin films).

Figure 17: CD Swing Curve for i-line (365 nm) exposure, for features with nominal linewidth of 0,5 µm. Calculated
using Positive Resist Optical Lithography model (PROLITH) simulation software. [15, p.48]

For substrates with topography, the spin coating will result in varying thickness between steps
(see figure 18 below). Thus the linewidth will also depend on the varying resist thickness [4,
p.120]. One should try to find photoresist coating parameters, which would result in operation at
minimum or maximum of the Swing Curve for both the bare silicon and areas with topography.
This can be very challenging, since the substrates with topography can have more than two
effective photoresist thicknesses even if there are only two kind of areas (bare and thin film), as
can be clearly seen in figure 18. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to find some resist thickness,
where some extremes concede with both bare silicon and thin film on top of silicon. It is also
useful to investigate the effect of Swing Curve extreme positions with varying thin film thickness,
since thin film deposition processes have their own thickness variation.

Figure 18: Photoresist thickness variation over topographic features. Note that the effective resist thickness can
have more than two values although the substrate has only two kinds of areas (bare and with thin film). [4, p.120]
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2.2.5 Resolution Enhancement Technologies
In order to obtain ever the smaller linewidths used in modern devices without running into limits
in either mask fabrication or simply image diffraction, modern optical lithography utilizes some
ingenious techniques. By knowing the limits of imaging systems, one can modify the mask design
and exposure illumination in order to obtain the desired patterns with correct shape and better
resolution [2, p.411]. The techniques needed to obtain better resolution in optical lithography are
generally known as Resolution Enhancement Technologies (RET): the most common RETs used
are Off-Axis Illumination (OAI), Optical Proximity Correction (OPC), Subresolution-Assist-Features
(SRAF) and Phase-Shift-Masks (PSM) [21].
In Off-Axis illumination, the wafer is illuminated with light from partially coherent source. As
discussed before, the light arrives from a range of angles (see figure 12 before), thus allowing the
image to be formed from zeroth and first order beams, without relying on beams with small
angles of incidence (see figure 19 below) [15, p.71]. By placing the diffraction orders evenly about
the center of the lens (see figure 20 in next page for different placements), OAI reduces the
minimum set of diffracted orders required to form image, improving resolution by 50 %, and also
enhancing the DOF of small features by eliminating constructive interference at 0 o angle
(perpendicular beam) [22]. The optimal angles of incidence (angular spectrum) depend on the
process and mask features used: some exposure systems allow adjusting of angular spectrum,
but generally the mask aligner optics is a compromise of different process requirements [23].

Figure 19: Schematic presentation of On-Axis and Off-Axis Illumination. In OAI, image can be constructed without
relying to beams with small angles of incidence. [15, p.72]

Figure 20: Different shapes for conventional on-axis (leftmost) and off-axis illumination (others). For patterns with
o
multiple type of orientations (vertical, horizontal, 45 , etc.), annular illumination is optimal. [2, p.431]

Optical Proximity Correction means deliberately distorting the mask patterns in order to
compensate for systematic patterning inaccuracies [21]. This need to purposefully use mask
patterns non-identical to desired image patterns is due to non-linearity of high-resolution
lithography, which means the mask features will never be perfectly copied into resist [2, p.419].
Typical proximity effects that need to be compensated in the design are iso-dense bias (linewidth
difference between isolated lines and arrays), line shortening and corner rounding [15, p.68]. The
use of OPC can be seen as reverse engineering problem: the desired resist pattern is known, but
we must work backwards to find a correct mask pattern for this [4, p.123]. An example of mask
pattern correction is presented in figure 21.

Figure 21: OPC to prevent corner rounding. Up: Square mask pattern (left) results in circular resist pattern (right).
Down: OPC-corrected mask pattern (left) results in square resist pattern (right), as desired. [4, p.123]
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Iso-dense bias, which causes isolated lines to print differently from arrays, can be compensated
by Subresolution-Assist Features. These SRAF-features are narrow lines or spaces placed adjacent
to a primary feature in order to make a relatively isolated primary line behave lithographically
more like a dense line. [2, p.427] SRAF-structures utilize dummy features, which are drawn into
the mask layout at a size that is suitable to the illumination used, but below the resolution limit
of the lithography system so they will not leave an image in the photoresist [22]. These kinds of
assist features allow designing an off-axis illumination system that can be optimized for dense
patterns, but also be used to print isolated features [21]. The shape, size and position SRAFstructures depend on angular spectrum and proximity gap of the lithography system [23]. In
order to successfully use SRAF-structures in circuit design, either rule-based SRAF-placement or
advanced modeling is needed [2, p.429].
In order to overcome the limits imposed by diffraction, it is possible to use phase-shift masks
(PSMs). In alternating PSMs, the clear regions are adjusted so that the light is phase-shifted 180o
between the alternating clear regions [15, p.75]. Compared to conventional binary masks,
constructive interference from light of adjacent patterns is greatly reduced and minimum
possible k1-value is reduced from 0,5 to 0,25 (see equation 1 in chapter 2.2.2.) [22]. PSMs allow
for a much steeper intensity function for light arriving at photoresist (see figure 22 below),
improving resolution and widening the process window of submicron structures [24]. Despite
their vast potential for resolution improvement, the use of PSMs has been limited by a lack of
repair and inspection methods [4, p.122], complexity and price of PSM manufacturing, and most
notably the inevitable phase conflicts when trying to realize an arbitrary layout of lines [2, p.438].
Two examples of phase conflicts are shown in figure 23 below.

Figure 22: a) Binary mask b) Alternating Phase-Shift Mask, where amplitude goes through zero, allowing steeper
intensity function [24].

Figure 23: Examples of phase conflicts: a) no phase shift across critical pattern b) unwanted phase edge [2, p.438].
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2.3 Photoresists
The actual, physical realization of structures (see figures 2 and 3 in chapter 2.1) are based on the
photochemistry of the photoresists. In this chapter, we discuss more thoroughly the
photochemistry behind the solubility change to the developer upon exposure. The main focus is
on conventional (g-, h- and i-line) positive photoresists, but negative photoresists shall also be
presented, although in a more concise manner. Chemically Amplified Photoresists (CARs) shall
also be introduced in chapter 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Exposure and bake chemistry
The aerial image created by lithography optics is transferred into photoresist, where the light
passing through the chrome-free areas of the photomask will cause a change in the solubility of
the resist. For positive resists, the exposed areas become soluble to developer, while for negative
resists they become insoluble due to crosslinking [25]. For conventional lithography, most
common resists are positive diazonaphthoquinone(DNQ)/novolac-based photoresists [2, p.193].
These kinds of resists have three major components:
1. Novolac based resin that gives photoresist its structural properties and etch resistance.
2. DNQ-based photoactive compound (PAC) that is light-sensitive.
3. Solvent, which renders other components into liquid form for spin coating. [25]
Sufficiently large amount of solvent in photoresists is crucial for successful spin coating, but after
this process step the excess solvent needs to be removed by Post-Apply Bake. This process step is
quite complicated and not well understood, but in addition to reducing solvent concentration, it
is known to stabilize the resist film, change post-exposure resist properties, improve adhesion
and reduce contamination [2, p.200]. Post-Apply Bake parameters need to be carefully
optimized: unnecessary high temperatures or bake times can cause unacceptably high loss of
PAC, while too conservative parameters will not reduce solvent concentration enough [6].
The exposure of photoresist is based on absorption of light, which causes the PAC undergo a
chemical reaction. For a common DNQ-based positive photoresist, the exposure chemistry is as
shown in figure 24 below: absorption of light causes the photoactive compound to be converted
into carboxylic acid, which is highly soluble to the developer [2, p.196]. During the reaction, an
intermediate compound is first created before the final product. With this reaction, nitrogen is

also formed and diffused away from the resist film. Usually this diffusion is rapid enough not to
cause problems, but poor adhesion promotion, insufficient softbake or the use of thick resist
films may cause N2-bubbling either during or after the exposure step [6]. The exposure reaction
in figure 24 also requires water: this requirement is one of the major reasons for proper
cleanroom humidity control to ensure process stability [4, p.106].

Figure 24: Photochemistry upon DNQ-based resist with UV-exposure. R is a large molecular weight ballast group.
The carboxylic acid that is generated is highly soluble to developers. [2, p.196]

The photoreaction given in figure 24 is caused by the UV-light of the exposure tool, which is
projected into the resist. As shown earlier, in an ideal case the intensity of the light decreases as
given by Lambert`s law (equation 5). For real case situations, the absorption coefficient is not
constant. This change of photoresist absorption coefficient upon exposure is called photoresist
bleaching. The absorption coefficient can be expressed as:
(7),
where A and B are bleachable and nonbleachable absorption coefficients, respectively, and

is

PAC-concentration as a function of position in resist (z) and time(t) [25]. Since M is reduced
during exposure, it is clear that the absorption coefficient also changes upon exposure (until M=0
when resist is fully exposed). Resist parameters A and B may be determined from UV absorbance
curves of completely exposed and unexposed resists: figure 25 shows typical values for A and B
as a function of wavelength used. For typical g-line and i-line resists, such as one shown in figure
25, A>0 and A>>B, which means photoresist will become more transparent upon exposure and B
term can be ignored at the start of the exposure [2, p.199]. This kind of photoresist bleaching
allows UV-light to penetrate even thick photoresist films so that sidewalls with high aspect ratios
and steep profile are possible [6].
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Figure 25: Photoresist parameters A and B as a function of wavelength for a typical g-line resist [2, p.195].

The discussion this far has focused on positive resists. It is also possible to use negative
photoresists in MEMS-lithography: for example, epoxy-based SU8 negative resist, whose
molecule structure is presented in figure 26, allows for thick resist layers, which is useful for high
aspect ratios needed in MEMS-fabrication [26]. The change in developer solubility is realized by
crosslinking into either new insoluble structures or photopolymerization into molecules with
increased molecular weights [8]. With negative resists the exposed areas become insoluble to the
developer, while unexposed areas will be later etched away (see chapter 2.3.3).

Figure 26: Chemical structure of SU8, a negative photoresist suitable for MEMS-lithography [26].

For some conventional photoresists and certain lithography equipment setups (single
wavelength, fully coherent illumination or otherwise large swing ratio), it is worthwhile to use
Post-Exposure bake to reduce the detrimental standing wave effect (see figures 14 and 15
before). By baking the resist after the exposure at high temperature, the PAC-diffusion will
smoothen out the uneven sidewalls created by standing wave effect [2, p.210]. PEB-process step
is also used as part of standard process flow for image reversal resists, negative resists and
Chemically Amplified Resists (CAR), as well as for mechanical relaxation of thick resist films [6].
2.3.2 Chemically Amplified Resists
Reduction of exposure wavelengths has been the most important factor in producing
semiconductor devices with ever-decreasing linewidths. The first Deep-UV lasers used for these
small linewidths had poor intensities, which lead to development of highly-sensitive Chemically
Amplified Resists (CARs) [4, p.118]. These CARs are several times more expensive than
conventional i-line (365 nm) resists, and thus for MEMS-industry – for which the required feature
size is not nearly as small as for IC industry – it is better to first use various RETs to reduce

(see

equation 1) to enhance resolution. Improvements on lithography over topography should also
take precedence over fast-paced reduction of linewidths. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile for
MEMS industry to learn from the development of Chemically Amplified Resists conducted this
far. [1]
The operation of CARs is otherwise similar to conventional resists, except their change in
solubility is realized in two different chemical steps: first, exposure creates a latent image in the
photoresist by causing a Photoacid Generator (PAG) to create acid, such as shown by
decomposition reaction in figure 27 [27]. This acid created by exposure diffuses into resist matrix.
In the following PEB-step, this acid induces various chemical reactions, such as deprotection,
causing the photoresist to become soluble to the developer [28]. The first step in the reaction
(PAG-decomposition) is catalytic, which means single photon can cause dozens of decomposition
reactions [27]. This allows for very small (10-50 mJ/cm2) exposure doses to be used [4, p.118].

Figure 27: First step in the solubility change of Chemically Amplified Resists: UV-light breaks triphenylsulfonium,
which acts as PAG, into carboxylic acid and other products (varies). [2, p.223]
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For the operation of the Chemically Amplified Resists, Post-Exposure Bake is a critical, nonoptional step. It is crucial to minimize the time between exposure and bake steps: high delay time
between these process steps causes atmospheric basic contaminants to neutralize unacceptably
large amount of acid at resist top [27]. In cleanroom conditions, ammonia is the most dangerous
and unavoidable contaminant in the atmosphere: it is released both from cleaning chemicals and
HDMS priming [4, p.118]. The change in developer solubility upon PEB-step is achieved by a
reaction known as deprotection [28] or deblocking, such as one shown in figure 28 below. For
negative CARs, which are also sometimes used, the solubility change is realized by either cationic
polymerization or various condensation reactions [8].

Figure 28: CAR base polymer deblocking reaction (positive photoresist) as proposed by Willson, Ito and Frechet:
polyhydroxystyrene (PHS) is blocked by t-butoxycarbonyl group (t-BOC). In the presence of acid and heat, t-BOC
undergoes acidolysis, which generates hydroxyl groups that are highly soluble to developer. [2, p.225]

During the early days of CAR development, resist stability and formation of insoluble surface
layers were problematic in commercial realization of Chemically Amplified Resists. These
problems have been mostly solved, but going into Extreme Ultraviolet illumination (EUV, 92,5 eV)
and 22 nm linewidths in the future will pose new problems, of which most notable is Line Edge
Roughness (LER). The current explanation for LER is inhomogeneity at the boundary between
soluble and insoluble areas of resist films, which causes unacceptably high surface roughness at
patterned resist. [28] Since the amount of LER does not scale with linewidth, its effect becomes
increasingly more profound as linewidths are reduced. [29]
2.3.3 Development chemistry
Positive resists use aqueous alkaline solutions as developers: these developers dissolve the
carboxylic acids generated upon exposure (see figure 24 in chapter 2.3.1) at the clear areas [6].
Mack presents a simple kinetic model for development:

(8),
where

is the maximum development rate,

relative to surface reaction (for large
and vice versa),

is a constant describing the rate of diffusion

diffusion is fast and development is surface-controlled,

is the amount of exposure ( =1 for completely unexposed and

completely exposed) and

=0 for

is the amount of inhibitor sites that need to be removed to dissolve

single molecule into developer. The constants ,

and

need to be determined experimentally.

[2, p.260] More complex development models using Point Based Rendering Algorithms [30],
dynamic scaling [31] and membrane models [32] have also been proposed, but these are not
discussed in this work.
For positive resists, the purpose of the development step is to dissolve the exposed areas and
leave unexposed areas unaffected. As discussed before in chapter 2.2.2., the light used in
exposure does not have perfectly defined edges (see figure 10a in chapter 2.2.2). In order to
attain resist profiles with relatively vertical sidewalls, it is crucial that the photoresist has
sufficiently high contrast (γ), with non-linear response to exposure, such as shown in figure 29
below [4, p.118]. Another important parameter for development is selectivity, which means the
ratio between the development rate of resist areas to be cleared and resist areas that should
remain on the substrate [6].

Figure 29: Contrast curve (also known as H-D curve) for positive photoresist. As seen in the figure, for small
exposure doses (flat curve at top) practically all resist will remain, as desired. [33]

Negative photoresists generally use solvents as developers [8]. The solvent dissolves the
unexposed areas in the photoresist layers, while leaving the exposed, cross-linked areas
unaffected. The kinetic model for positive photoresists (equation 8) can be used for negative
photoresists by changing the m parameter to correspond to the concentration of the exposure
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product: the exposure product acts as an inhibitor to the dissolution [2, p.267]. The solvent used
in development can swell the exposed areas, reducing pattern fidelity, and crosslinking can make
resist removal difficult. Although advances have been made during last decades to reduce these
detrimental effects, this reduces the usefulness of negative resists in some applications. [8]
The choice of the developer should be carefully considered for each process, taking at least the
aspects shown in table 2 below into account. After the choice of developer is made, other
parameters may still greatly affect the development rate: these include dilution (increasing
developer concentration increases development rate, but reduces selectivity), temperature
(dependence to development rate greatly varies between photoresists), resist saturation (the
development rate decreases by use and developer needs to be changed periodically) and
exposure dose (sufficiently high dose required for fast development). [6] The choice of developer,
along with developer temperature and strength, also affect the LER of CARs [28].
Table 2: Operational considerations for the choice of the developer [6]:

1. Photoresist

Positive or negative. Some developers leave significant amount of
residues for certain resists.

2. Substrate and thin films

Some developers etch aluminum and other semiconductor materials,
making them unsuitable for some processes.

3. Process/Product

Some processes/products cannot tolerate any amount of metal ions,
making Metal Ion Containing (MIC) developers unsuitable. MICdevelopers are generally, however, cheaper than Metal Ion Free
(MIF) developers.

4. Development method

Puddle development generally requires resists with surfactants,
while spray development needs to be surfactant-free.

Development step is the actual process step where the exposed images are physically realized
into the resist profile. Thus this step has the most profound impact on the ability to discern lines
from spaces, and to control final dimensions of the resist features [2, p.257]. It completes the
image transfer process that started from mask design for final resist profile (see figure 6 at the
start of chapter 2.2 for whole process). The resolution and sidewall quality depend on all the
steps in the process. After development, the patterned photoresist may be used in other process
steps, for example as hard masks for etching.

2.4 Wafer Steppers
In the previous chapters we have discussed the optical lithography process without focusing on
any specific imaging technology or system. In this chapter, we shall present the step-and-repeat
(Stepper) system: the most dominant projection lithography tool for linewidths above 250 nm,
but below 1200 nm [2, p.20]. It replaced projection printing in the 1980s [34], as the full-wafer
imaging used in projection printing was not able to keep up with the increasing wafer sizes [3,
p.13]. The operation principle of the Stepper is first discussed in this chapter, followed by
presentation of major parts of the Stepper equipment system and brief discussion of Stepper
productivity. The main focus in this chapter is on Steppers using mercury arc lamps (g-line, h-line
and/or i-line illumination), which offer sufficiently good resolution for MEMS industry.
2.4.1 Operation principle and advantages of Stepper tool
Step-and-repeat cameras, developed in the late 1970s, were the most important lithography
tools for IC industry in 1980s and 1990s [4, p.116]. MEMS lithography, having started its
lithography development later and being less developed economically, has not yet moved into
dimensions of only tens of nanometers [1], where step-and-scan tools have replaced Steppers.
Thus MEMS can find great use for Stepper tools in lithography processes. Commercially available
Steppers are available for reasonable prices, especially for Stepper tools that are bought used
(i.e. from IC industry companies, for which the equipment is old).
The name of the Stepper derives from its operation principle: a high speed wafer stage "steps" in
respect to imaging optics and reticle, which remain both stationary [3, p.15]: the operation
principle of the Stepper systems is presented in figure 30 in the next page. The exposed area is of
a shape of a rectangle, and known as image field. As shown in figure 30, the wafer is exposed
field-by-field, with precise wafer stage movement between exposure each exposure. Steppers
can use either 1:1 imaging optics or reduction optics, with 4x reduction most common today [2,
p.20].
Size of the image field varies by Stepper, with reduction Steppers generally having smaller image
fields than 1:1 Steppers: a 1:1 Stepper used in MEMS production today (see table 6 in chapter
3.2) has a field size of 39x18 mm, while a 5:1 reduction Stepper with otherwise similar equipment
parameters (see table 3 in the next chapter) has an image field size of 14x14 mm. The optics
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required for the reduced exposure field size are generally simpler than for those with full-wafer
imaging [34].

Figure 30: Operation principle of the Stepper tools: mask (reticle) has rectangular fields that are used to fill the
wafer by repeating the exposure many times. [3, p.18]

The use of smaller exposure fields also reduces the detrimental effect of wafer stage, thin film
and wafer variations on DOF, as the locations for minimum and maximum wafer (or thin film)
thicknesses are generally not in the same image field. As a result, the thickness variation within
image field is less than Total Thickness Variation (TTV). In addition, even though exposing the
wafer by field-by-field is slower than exposing full wafers, it allows for adjusting for focus,
alignment and exposure energy for each field, which can be used to reduce the effect of some
printing errors and allows for easier test runs (see Focus-Exposure Matrix in chapter 2.5.3) [4,
p.116].
Use of reduction optics allows for easier and cheaper photomask fabrication, since mask
structures can be proportionally larger than the actual printed structures [4, p.97]. On the other
hand, 1x optics has generally reduced thin film interference effects, such as Swing Curves (see
chapter 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). Industries often use a mix-and-match lithography strategy, where noncritical layers (auxiliary structures) are printed with cost-efficient 1x optics Steppers and critical
layers (device performance directly correlated with patterning accuracy) are printed with some
more advanced lithography tool. [35] The use of smaller image field initially reduced complexity
of optics compared to full-wafer imaging, but Stepper lenses today are quite complex and
expensive [34].
Each Stepper reticle has multiple fields that can be used to different patterns on the same layers.
In addition, complete circuits (devices) have multiple layers that need to be printed separately to
the wafer. Generally, each layer has its own photomask, labeled with both the device and layer

name. [11] Alignment of each layer to some important layer needs to be carefully designed:
alignment marks need to be placed at correct distances and cameras and wafers stage need to
move precisely to their positions [15, p.94]. In addition, many MEMS devices require dual sided
processing for device operation. Thus the lithography process requires good Front-To-Back side
Alignment (FTBA): figure 31 shows one possible and efficient FTBA-method, where front side of
the wafer is aligned to back side using a single set of alignment marks [36] [37]. Steppers usually
have a vertical autofocus system with vacuum chuck to reduce wafer tilt [15, p.84].

Figure 31: Optical path for FTBA alignment using a single set of alignment marks [37].

2.4.2 System review
Schematic of a typical i-line Stepper tool is shown in figure 32 in the next page: this type of
Stepper utilizes refractive optics (lenses) and broadband illumination [38]. The most important
Stepper system parts are reduction lenses (for reduction optics), illumination system, wafer stage
and alignment system [15, p.84]. Stepper systems have improved during the last decades, as seen
in table 3 below: we can see that minimum printable linewidth (CDmin), image area and pixel
count (N) have greatly increased [34].
The main sources for the improvement of resolution (CDmin) can be deduced from equation (1):
decrease of illumination wavelength, development of reduction optics for increased NA and
process related improvements, such as RETs, for reduction of k1. While the resolution of the
Stepper systems has increased, the DOF has decreased, as expected from equation 3: figure 32
demonstrates how the improved resolution is paid in smaller DOF. In addition, the increased pixel
count has imposed requirements for either more advanced lens design or physically larger lenses,
of which the latter solution will pose manufacturing and handling difficulties [38].
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Figure 32: Schematic of ASM-L PAS5500 wafer Stepper [38].
Table 3: Wafer Stepper evolution [34]:

Figure 33: DOF versus resolution at a constant λand NA. [3, p.98]

Wafer Steppers have traditionally used mercury arc lamps as light sources [34], which give
spectral peaks at g-line (436 nm), h-line (405 nm) and i-line (365 nm) [4, p.108]. Generally one or
two of these peaks are filtered away: for example, gh-line mercury lamps have i-line peaks
filtered away. For smaller linewidths, KrF (248 nm) or ArF (193 nm) lasers are used for
illumination [34]. Most Steppers use partially coherent illumination (see figure 12 in chapter
2.2.2), which means light strikes the reticle from a range of angles. This geometry of partial
coherence is demonstrated in figure 34, with the amount of partial coherence can be determined
by:
(9),
where

and

are angles shown in figure 34. For i-line Stepper and submicron lines, partial

coherence σ between 0,6 and 0,8 has been shown to be optimal. [15, p.91] Modern Steppers can
vary the amount of partial coherence to obtain the best result for each application [23]. As
discussed before, advanced Steppers use OAI and annular illumination (see figures 19 and 20 in
chapter 2.2.5) for improved resolution and DOF. [23]
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Figure 34: Schematic of geometry to establish partial coherence [15, p.91].

Reduction optics was originally adopted for easier and cheaper photomask fabrication [4, p.115].
The increasing need for better resolution and larger image area have, however, dramatically
increased the complexity of the reduction optics, as can be seen from figure 35 below [34]. The
lens systems used in i-line Steppers consist of 25-35 glass elements generally made from quartz.
Fabrication of complex systems like these requires high quality glass materials with precise
polishing and careful spacing of elements [15, p.86].

Figure 35: Increase of lithographic lens system complexity, comparative to Stepper evolution steps presented in
table 3 [34].

Precise wafer stage movement is needed to properly place the exposure fields to the wafer. The
exact position of the Stepper wafer stage is measured with Michelson laser interferometer: this
measurement can be viewed to be very accurate, although environmental changes and vibration
can cause some error [15, p.92]. With sufficient control of cleanroom temperature and humidity
and isolation of vibration [4, p.441], this error can be minimized. Overall, the cost and complexity
of the Stepper wafer stages is quite low compared to lens systems, unlike in step-and-scan
systems, which require much more advanced and precise wafer stage movement due to the
wafer stage and reticle move in opposite directions [34].
Field alignment was originally done by aligning marks etched to optical microscope to those on
the wafer. This kind of alignment system produced various baseline errors, and was replaced with
various global alignment methods, such as Laser Scanning Alignment (LSA). [15, p.96] For MEMS
fabrication, it is often useful or even mandatory for Steppers to have FTBA-systems with optical
elements in the wafer table (see figure 31 in previous chapter) [37]. The alignment errors rise
from various sources other than those from alignment system itself, such as lens aberrations,
wafer chuck and wafer irregularities and mask pattern errors [4, p.108]. The alignment errors
should be minimized to reduce total overlay error (see chapter 2.5.2).
2.4.3 Stepper productivity
A critical parameter economic success of MEMS fabrication is yield: the amount of chips, which
are classified good and can be sold. Yield is tied to the number of process steps, according to:
∏

(10),

where exposure by Stepper is just single, albeit important process step. Yield is perhaps the most
important factor for Stepper productivity, but other factors such as throughput, Stepper costs,
uptime, installation time and economic lifetime must also be taken into account when
considering Stepper productivity [39]. Stepper yield is affected by feature size: operating at
below the resolution limit of the Stepper tool greatly reduces chip yield, thus rapidly increasing
the final chip costs [2, p.8], as shown by figure 36 below.
The main purpose of the Stepper tool is to print lines with accurate and consistent widths: the
success in this goal can be evaluated with SEM (see chapter 2.5.4) [40] or CD measurement
devices (see chapter 2.5.1). Good overlay is another necessary parameter for high yield (see
chapter 2.5.2.). Not all the parameters can be detected during production and testing, since some
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devices will always fail only after a period of time: The resistance to these unexpected failures
over a large period of time is known as reliability [4, p.449]. Reliability of microelectronics is a
wide multidisciplinary science (statistics, material science, physics, electronics) with large amount
of research and specialization for different subfields [41]: an astute reader can easily find vast
amount of handbooks, articles and textbooks suiting his specific interest.

Figure 36: Simple yield and cost models showing how chip yield is reduced when operating below resolution limit
and how operating at optimal feature size minimizes the chip cost [2, p.8].

When considering the Stepper reliability and yield for MEMS, one should take into account which
of the numerous MEMS device subfields the chips are produced: safety-critical applications, such
as those in automotive and biomedical devices, impose very strict requirements for device
reliability. This places requirements for good linewidth and overlay control at Stepper. For
consumer electronics, the minimization of production costs and maximizing the yield is crucial to
stay competitive. Compared to the IC industry, MEMS lithography uses fewer mask levels and
larger linewidths, but more complex, and thus more expensive, wafers and high aspect ratios,
which possesses its own unique challenges [4, p.462 & p.486].
Stepper productivity can be increased by using the mix-and-match lithography strategy discussed
earlier [34]: by allocating the best lithography tool for the most critical layers and other tools for
non-critical layers, the productivity of the lithography process step can be improved without
reducing the yield. One specific possibility specifically connected to yield and reliability of the
lithography step is the possibility for rework: while reworking requires lithography process steps
to be repeated, the overall yield can be greatly improved by avoiding unnecessary scrapping of

wafers at later process steps [2, p.25]. Reworking the wafers after latter process steps (after
etching, for example) is often impossible.
Stepper yield can be improved by using Statistical Process Control (SPC): in this method, Stepper
parameters are monitored over time and analyzed lot to lot, with the purpose of recognize
statistically unexpected variation [40]. Another common method for yield improvement is
Advanced Process Control (APC), where the whole process is monitored by using multivariable
feedback [42]. This means using models with various process inputs to compensate for measured
process disturbances [43]. Since the full lithography process (see chapter 2.1.1.) has many inputs
that interact in a complex manner, empirical models are generally used [40]. Some of the
lithography parameters affecting the linewidth and overlay of Stepper tool are presented in
figure 37 below.

Figure 37: Photolithography track and major lithography parameters [40].
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2.5 Lithographic control
Control of lithographic quality can be divided into four categories: photoresist profile control,
overlay, down-stream compatibility (compatibility with future processes) and manufacturability
(cost and defectivity) [44]. In this work we shall only discuss overlay and linewidth metrology, of
which the latter is a subset of photoresist profile control. After presenting the most important
concepts in linewidth and overlay control, we shall discuss the concepts of Focus Exposure Matrix
(commonly known as E/F) and process window, which are the most important aspects in our
experimental section. Different metrology methods are presented only briefly, with the
exception of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) that has its own chapter.
2.5.1 Linewidth metrology
Reduction of critical dimensions, such as linewidth, of devices is the driving factor behind the
improved performance and reduced cost of semiconductor devices [1]. Improving the CD control
in the lithography steps has two major advantages: first, it improves device operation and
reliability, as the device dimensions correspond more accurately to those designed. Second,
smaller printed feature size variation allows for a more efficient use of silicon area in chip design,
since less space is needed to be allocated for process variation tolerances. [2, p.299] With proper
linewidth measurement tools, it is possible to both quantify the variations from different error
sources to use in chip design and verify the effect of various possible lithography process
improvements for improved CD control [15, p.527].
For many semiconductor devices, the most common parameters used for critical dimension are
linewidth and pitch (line plus space), of which the latter is a better measure of lithographic
quality [4, p.17&109] and more accurate for both CD and overlay control [15, p.486]. For a highresolution process, control of whole photoresist profile is crucial in addition to just controlling
linewidth [44]: figure 38 shows a common resist feature model, where profile is approximated as
trapezoid. This kind of profile can be described with three parameters: base width (w), height (D)
and base angle (θ). Real photoresist profiles may differ quite dramatically from that shown in
figure 38: going out of focus, for example, can affect the curvature of the pattern, as shown in
figure 39 [2, p.297&307].

Figure 38: Left: Example of photoresist profile (see chapter 2.2.3 for standing wave effect). Right: best-fit trapezoid
feature model [2, p.307].

Figure 39: Examples of resist profiles at extremes of focus: a) focus below the resist, b) focus above the resist [45].

For the purpose of lithography optimization, the most important purpose of CD measurement is
to ensure that the Stepper produces lines with accurate and constant widths [40]. The CD control
of Stepper tool can be improved in two ways: either by reducing the amount of Stepper process
errors by choosing right materials and right lithography tools (mix-and-match strategy) or by
reducing the response of CD to the process errors. These approaches for CD control
improvement are usually independent of each other, and thus require different process
improvements. [2, p.304] For the purpose of Stepper optimization the reduction of CD response
to process errors is critical: this optimization process and its related key concepts are discussed
more thoroughly in chapter 2.5.3.
There are different measurement techniques in linewidth metrology: the most important ones
are optical metrology, electrical metrology, SEM linewidth metrology and different scanning
probe technologies [15, p.476]. Optical microscope allows for a quick and easy CD measurement
that has good enough resolution for most MEMS devices, but limited usefulness for submicron
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dimensions [4, p.15]. Electrical linewidth measurements, such as four-point probe, enables more
precise measurement, even in submicron dimensions, but is a slower method and does not give
direct information of the lithography step itself [15, p.543]. Scanning probe microscopy methods,
such as Atomic Force Microscopes (AFM), can characterize photoresist profiles to determine
pitch, feature height, CD and surface roughness [46]: these kind of probing methods use a very
sharp tip at or close to sample surface, while some tip characteristic (i.e. tip deflection for AFM) is
monitored with a feedback loop [15, p.571]. Use of SEM in linewidth characterization is discussed
more thoroughly in chapter 2.5.4.
2.5.2 Overlay metrology
Overlay is critical for semiconductor device performance. Overlay is defined by C. Mack as “the
ability to properly position one lithographic level with respect to a previously printed level" [44].
With the constantly reducing linewidths and numerous different layers, strict overlay tolerances
are needed to ensure good device performance and allow for a more efficient use of silicon area
in chip design. Just as with linewidth metrology, the purpose of overlay measurements is to both
measure the total overlay error from various sources and verify the effects of process
improvements done to reduce this error. [15, p.496] Overlay is affected by various factors, such
as lens aberrations, irregular wafer chucks, mask fabrication problems and wafer distortions [4,
p.108].
Overlay measurement can be done either electrically, with optical microscope or with SEM. Of
these options, optical microscope is the most common in industrial environment, since using the
SEM for nondestructive testing is tedious and expensive and electrical measurements can be
done only to conductive films [15, p.499]. For optical overlay measurement, two patterns printed
on different lithographic step are viewed. Usually these measurements use box-in-box targets
(see figures 40 and 41 below) and comparing the space between boxes. Both y-overlay and xoverlay errors are measured, after which the wafers are rotated 180o and the measurements are
repeated: this procedure is necessary to analyze asymmetrical errors such as coma. [2, p.315]

Figure 40: Examples of box-in-box style overlay measurement targets [47, p.365].

Figure 41: Box-in-box overlay measurement pattern used in MEMS production. Reproduced by permission of
Murata Electronics.

In order to achieve good overlay, precisely placed alignment marks that give strong enough
signals are needed [48]. The alignment marks are generally larger than the device dimensions to
allow for an easier alignment, and thus better overlay. The different layers are not necessarily
aligned to previous layers, but instead to some other important layer. [4, p.108] This aligning to
alignment marks of some previous layers may be quite difficult: in some cases it must be done
through metal layers or to either planarized Chemical Mechanically Polished (CMP) surfaces [48].
For various MEMS and other devices, the alignment needs sometimes to be done to backside of
the wafer, which requires its own alignment marks and a suitable alignment system (see figure 31
in chapter 2.4.1) [37].
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In order to use overlay error data for lithography process improvements, it is important to
correctly attribute the total overlay error to its different sources: this is quite a complex process
that requires statistically significant sampling plan, proper variance analysis, samples from all the
parts of the process and optimized test structure design [15, p.524]. A simple model given by
Mack divides the total error into five different sources: translation errors (
stage rotation ( ), reticle magnification (
magnification (

and

), wafer

) errors, reticle rotation errors ( ) and wafer

) errors, as given by:
(11)
(12),

where dx and dy present total overlay errors,

and y present coordinates in respect to center of

the field and subscripts give either axis (x or y) or position reference (field or wafer). Figure 42
below illustrates the reticle error sources in these equations, as well as shows some possible
error sources not incorporated into this simple linear model. [2, p.321]

Figure 42: Illustration of reticle error sources in equations (11) and (12), as well as some higher order terms not
included to these equations [2, p.321]

2.5.3 Focus Exposure Matrix and process window
As discussed in chapter 2.5.1, reduction of CD response to process errors is one possible way to
improve CD-control. This approach increases the range over which process parameters can be
varied with lithographic results still being acceptable. This range of acceptable lithographic
performance is known as process latitude: an inverse of CD response to process errors. [44] A
common approach for defining acceptable lithographic performance is a requirement for
linewidth variation less than ± 10 %. The upper and lower limits can be used to graphically define
process window for lithography processes: a common and very useful approach is to present
process window as a function of exposure dose and focus. [4, p.110] For the purpose of Stepper
optimization, the effect of focus is crucial: as image goes out of focus, the process becomes more
sensitive to various process errors. In order to determine the process window for Stepper, most
common approach is to use Focus-Exposure Matrix (E/F). [49]
Since the effect of focus depends on exposure dose, both of these parameters are varied
simultaneously in E/F-analysis. Different exposure doses are generally presented as separate
curves, with focus and some process output for x-axis and y-axis parameters. [45] Typical output
parameters are sidewall angle, resist loss and linewidth (see figure 38 bin chapter 2.5.1), of which
linewidth is the most common. Curves using linewidth as output parameter, such as one shown
in figure 43 in the next page, are known as Bossung2 plots. [49]. For Stepper optimization, fieldby-field exposure can be used to conduct E/F-experiments easily, since exposure and focus
parameters can be easily changed for each field [4, p.116].
When looking at different curves with different exposure energies in figure 43, one can see that
at certain exposure doses, the CD produced is practically unaffected by small variations in focus
in the middle of the focus range. The point where the response to focus is the smallest is known
as isofocal point: small focus variations with isofocal dose (flattest curve) produce isofocal CD
(practically constant CD with small focus variation). Operation at isofocal point would be ideal for
lithographic performance: unfortunately, this is not possible unless the whole process is
specifically designed for this. Target CD and isofocal CD have always some amount of difference:
this difference is known as isofocal bias. [2, p.336]

2

Named after John Bossung, who was a field engineer at Perkin-Palmer when the effect of focus in semiconductor
industry was first discussed in 1970s [49].
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Figure 43: Example of a Focus-Exposure Matrix. Focal position zero is at top of resist. Flattest curve at the middle
of focus range corresponds to isofocal point. [45]

In order to use the E/F-plots, such as one shown in figure 43, to evaluate the process windows of
lithographic tools, such as Stepper, it is useful to present the data as contour plots with constant
linewidths and varying exposure dose and focus [45]. Figure 44a shows a typical plot of this kind.
In order to determine process window from figure 44a, one needs to only present the upper and
lower CD-specifications (nominal CD ± 10 % usually). If other specification have imposed upon the
resist profile, such as tolerated resist loss and minimum sidewall angle, their limits can also be
shown in the same focus-exposure contour plot [49]. Figure 44b shows a typical focus-exposure
process window: in this figure all three photoresist profile parameters (see figure 38 in chapter
2.5.1) have been used to obtain the process window, with CD clearly being the most limiting
factor for process window. The width of the process window can be used as an estimate for DOF
of the exposure tool. If the lithographic process has large isofocal bias, its process window will be
smaller [2, p.336].

Figure 44: Focus-Exposure Matrix data in alternate form: a) contour plots with constant linewidths as a function of
focus and exposure dose [2, p.332] b) focus-exposure process window constructed from CD, sidewall angle and
resist loss specifications [49].

The focus-exposure process window presented in figure 44b is crucial in lithography: it shows
how exposure and focus affect photoresist profile, giving the process capability of the exposure
tool [45]. These plots can be used to evaluate maximum errors in focus and exposure dose that
can be tolerated, if we make some simple assumptions. By assuming all the major errors being
systematic errors, these errors can be presented graphically, as shown in figure 45a. [49] The
shape of the rectangle presents an important trade-off between focus and exposure: by
increasing the allowable exposure errors (rectangle height), the maximum DOF is reduced, and
vice versa [2, p.333]. On the other hand, if we assume that the errors are randomly distributed
and uncorrelated, the errors could be presented by an ellipse with Gaussian distribution:
(8),
where

and

are focus and exposure errors, while

and

are standard deviations of the

respective errors. [49] Figure 45b shows a comparison between ellipsoid and rectangular
presentation. Plotting all the possible ellipse and rectangle sizes allows for a more thorough
analysis of the important trade-off between focus and exposure: figure 46 shows a plot obtained
as a result. Lithographic optimization, by the choice of process parameters should be made based
on the requirements for minimum exposure latitude and DOF, while keeping this trade-off in
mind [49].
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Figure 45: Using the obtained process window to analyze maximum exposure dose and focus errors a) finding
maximum rectangles b) comparing rectangles (systematic error) and ellipses (random errors). In practice, ellipsoid
fitting corresponds better to a common mix of systematic and random errors. [2, p.333]

Figure 46: Process window analysis for all the possible ellipses and rectangles, graphically presenting the trade-off
between exposure latitude and focus [49].

The discussion this far has been for process window optimization for single mask feature. In
practice, there are several different types of features that must be printed, each with their own
process window [2, p.338]. In many cases, the different process windows have insufficient
overlapping, which means that it is not possible to print all the possible features with same
exposure: even when each of these features could be printed individually [21]. Overlapping of
process windows can be evaluated similarly as evaluation of different resist parameters (see
figure 44b): figure 47 below shows a typical example, where process windows are plotted for
isolated lines and arrays. The difference between isolated lines and arrays can be reduced by

using SRAFs (discussed in chapter 2.2.5) in conjunction with isolated lines in order to make the
isolated lines to lithographically behave more like arrays: this use of SRAFs to improve process
window overlapping is demonstrated in figure 48 [21].

Figure 47: Overlapping of process windows for arrays (dashed lines) and isolated lines (solid lines) [2, p.339].

Figure 48: Illustration of the using SRAF to improve the process window for pitches that are non-optimized for the
process (i.e. isolated lines, with optimization to arrays). Optimal number, size and placement of SRAFs depend on
pitch (how much space available) and the nature of the SRAFs (dummy features below resolution limit). [21]
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2.5.4 Scanning Electron Microscope in lithographic control
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is a microscope that creates an image by a focused beam of
electrons. It is a highly used method in both scientific research and industrial production: a vast
amount of information about its operation principle, system variations and possible applications
can easily be found in scientific textbooks and literature. Although it is a slower method than
optical microscopy due to its need for vacuum, it allows for greatly improved DOF and resolution
[15, p.548] (up to 5 nm). Its main advantage in lithography and microfabrication in general is the
possibility to view tilted and cross-sectional samples: this allows imaging important three
common photoresist profile parameters (see figure 38 in chapter 2.5.1 for trapezoid model),
sidewall quality and film thickness variation [4, p.15].
The electron beam can, however, also possibly damage or contaminate samples [15, p.547]. The
beam can also electrically charge the photoresist, which causes the scanning beam to deflect,
causing the lines appear narrower than they really are if viewed from top (see figure 49 below)
[47]. To avoid this effect, the photoresist profiles are coated with some conducting layer: gold
being the most common, but wolfram, platinum, nickel and chromium are also possible. Coating
of photoresist profiles also allows a better adjustment of focus and stigmation of the SEM-image
[50].

Figure 49: Negatively charged photoresist causes the scanning-beams of SEM to be deflected, which causes the
line to appear narrower than it is. [47, p.356]

Schematic of a SEM system is shown in figure 50 below. The emitted beam is generated by an
electron source: older SEMs used thermionic sources, while modern SEMs use either Thermally
assisted Field Emission sources (TFE) or Cold cathode Field Emission sources (CFE) [15, p.558].
The electron beam is aligned and focused by a system of various lenses, apertures and regulators.
The sample to be imaged is placed into s stage in the sample chamber: this chamber is kept at
vacuum with a pumping system. The electron beam scatters from the sample and the image is
formed either by using Secondary Electron (SE) or Backscattered Electron (BSE) detectors: many
SEMs have both of these. [51]

Figure 50: Schematic of Scanning Electron Microscope system [51].

Semiconductor industry uses either fully automated or semiautomated SEMs for linewidth
measurements. The purpose of linewidth measurements is to measure the distance between the
line edges of the profiles: thus it is of paramount importance that the SEM-image is sharp and its
edges are defined well. [15, p.549] Adjusting of focus and image stigmation is crucial for edge
definition: calibration using samples with small sputtered gold particles has been used
traditionally for this [47, p.358]. Sample charging can also be a major problem when imaging
photoresist profiles: this detrimental effect can be greatly reduced by minimizing accelerating
voltage and beam current or coating the sample with a layer of conducting thin film [15, p.566].
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3 Experimental
In this chapter we first present materials and equipment used. We give the essential technical
information and material parameters, although some equipment parameters and equipment
manufacturers can`t be disclosed due to business confidentiality. We also present the methods
used in the experimental part of our work, our test process flow and reasons for choosing the
optimum process parameters from previous tests to be used in following tests.

3.1 Materials
The Swing Curve tests used test wafers with maximum TTV of 5,00 μm. For later tests, the wafer
material was changed due to unconventional flat positioning in the first wafers: as the exposures
were oriented to the wafer flat, taking the proper cross-sectional SEM-samples from these wafers
was not possible. The wafers used in later tests had maximum TTV of 1,44 μm.
Priming of photoresist was done with HDMS-vapor. All tests used OiR 907 resist, which is a
commercial positive resist optimized for i-line, g-line and broadband exposure. Its most
important properties are given in table 4 in the next page. For development of the photoresist, a
commercial developer AZ 726 MIF was used. Properties of this TMAH-based aqueous solution
with surfactant are given in table 5 in the next page.

Table 4: OiR 907-17 technical information

Parameter

Value

Base Resin

Novolak

Resolution

< 0,45 μm (i-line)
< 0,65 μm (g-line)

DOF

> 1,8 mm (i-line)
> 2,0 mm (g-line)

Photospeed

50 mJ/cm2 (i-line)
100 mJ/cm2 (g-line)

Refractive index

1,67

Solids [Min, Max]

[31 %, 33 %]

Viscosity [Min, Max]

[23 cst, 29 cst]

Water Content

< 0,5 %

Filtration

0,2 μm (absolute)

Trace metals

< 40 ppb each

Table 5: AZ 726 MIF developer technical information

Parameter

Value

TMAH-concentration

2,38 %

Normality

0,2610 ± 0,0005 moles/l

CO2

< 20 ppm

Trace metals

< 5 ppb

Filtration

0,1 μm (absolute)

Cumulative particle (> 0,5 μm) count

< 100/ml
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3.2 Equipment
Wet thermal oxidation with a low temperature recipe was used to grow thermal oxides used in
the different tests. The thickness of these oxides was confirmed with a reflectometer. This same
reflectometer was used to measure photoresist thickness when needed. The oxidized wafers
were laser-coded and SC1-cleaned before experiments.
Priming of wafers was done in HDMS-oven at 125 oC in vacuum. Resist deposition and
development were both done with a coater developer tool that had separate chambers for spin
coating and developing of resist. Edge bead removal was not used in the resist spinning recipe.
The development was done with a double-puddle process, with 30 second puddle hold time used
for both puddle steps.
For all the different Stepper exposures conducted during this work, the cleanroom conditions
were observed to remain reasonably constant: cleanroom temperature was 21,3 ± 0,2 oC and
humidity was 40 ± 1 % for all the measurement points (lot-to-lot). The exposures of the wafers
were done with Ultratech Stepper using gh-line broadband illumination and 1x optics. Some of
the important Stepper equipment parameters are presented in table 6 below. CD-measurement
was done with optical CD measurement device. Scanning Electron Microscope measurements
were done with Zeiss Supra 35 SEM: the properties of this tool are given in table 7 in the next
page.
Table 6: UltraTech Stepper specifications

Parameter

Value

Exposure system

gh-line mercury arc lamp (wavelength peaks at
405 nm and 436 nm [2, p.142] )

Light intensity uniformity

<3%

Partial coherence

0,5

NA

0,31

Reticle size

5x5 inches

Field size

39 x 18 mm

Number of fields

2-5

Lens distortion

< 160 nm

Focus method

Air gauge

Table 7: Zeiss Supra 35 SEM key parameters [52]:

Parameter
Electron source

Value
Schottky field emitter

Acceleration voltage

100 V - 30 kV

Beam current range

1 pA - 10 nA

Resolution

1 kV 2.1 nm; 20 kV 1.0 nm; 30 kV 0.8 nm

After the first SEM-measurements in E/F-analysis, gold sputtering was used for the rest of the
E/F-wafers. This sputtering was done using a tabletop gold sputter designed for SEM-samples.
Oxide-etching and photoresist stripping that were needed for later tests to investigate
photoresist on top of patterned oxide were done with Enhanced Reactive Ion Etching (PERIE) tool
and plasma stripper tool, respectively.
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3.3 Test mask design
For the purpose of Stepper optimization, a specific test mask was designed. This mask had
various structures that were utilized in this Master`s thesis. The most important designed uses
for this test mask were the construction of Focus Exposure Matrix, evaluation of opening of
narrow structures and investigation of the effect of SRAFs. The size and positioning on of the
fields, as well as a few structures, were taken from a production mask. Most of the fields,
however, contained only simple test structures, such as arrays and lines, that were designed
specifically for this Master`s thesis.
Test mask had four fields, which are presented in table 8 in the next page. First field had comb
structures from a production mask, individual lines and SRAF-structures. The SRAF-structures
consisted of one main line with two dummy lines (that should be below lithographic resolution)
on both sides. The width of the main line was varied (0,8 μm; 0,9 μm and 1,0 μm), as was also the
gap between different lines (0,7 μm; 0,8 μm and 0,9 μm). Nine of these structures in the field had
dummy lines with constant widths (0,7 μm), while three of the structures had no dummy lines. All
of the different types of structures were repeated twice in the field, with both polarities. Second
field contained arrays: each array had 25 lines with gap between lines equal to linewidth. The
linewidth of these lines was varied between 0,8 and 2,5 μm.
Third field had structures where both the linewidth and gap were varied so that pitch was kept
constant. Two different pitches were used: 3,75 μm and 4,25 μm. These structures were used to
investigate oxide mask patterning process, which is to be used in future processes. Both of the
pitches had nine different gap/linewidth combinations on this field. A second test mask with a
similar type of design as in field 3 was designed for this investigation. This new mask also had
appropriate alignment marks drawn on it, which were used to align the second exposure step (F3
of main mask) to the patterned oxide. The fourth field on main mask contained test structures for
CD and alignment measurements: these were adopted from a production mask. The CD
structures were used for the final Swing Curve tests (measurement points labeled as
390nm_oxide_test_mask).
The test mask design was created using L-Edit: a commercial layout editor. The structure area for
each field was 9450x6300 nm, with different structures arranged vertically side-by-side. The
fields had 18 test structures at most, with approximately 500 nm between them. The length of

the lines (height) was 6000 nm, which allowed for easy cutting the wafers through the exposure
fields, which was needed for SEM-analysis. Each different structure was also labeled by its
linewidth and gap, which allowed for easier structure recognition with SEM. After drawing the
test mask, the actual reticle was ordered from a commercial reticle manufacturer.
Table 8: Different fields in the test mask designed in this Master`s thesis.

Field

Structures

Main purpose

F1_Idefix_and_SRAF

Comb structures and SRAF
structures

Investigation of the effect of
SRAFs and opening of narrow
single lines

F2_Array

Arrays structures

E/F-analysis and investigation of
opening of narrow structures

F3_constant_pitch

Structures with constant
pitch

Investigation of photoresist
profiles on top of patterned
oxide

F4_align_test

Test structures for CD and
alignment measurements

Final Swing Curve tests
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3.4 Methods
3.4.1 Resist thickness optimization by Swing curves
Before analyzing the Swing Curves for Stepper, we first measured the spin curve obtained with
our photoresist and coater equipment. A photoresist spinning recipe commonly used for this OiR
907-16 was taken as a base for our own test recipe: the acceleration and deacceleration steps
were left unmodified in this experiment, while the maximum RPM at the constant-RPM recipe
step was varied for each wafer. Based on prior information and rough estimate on desirable
photoresist thickness, smallest RPM used in this recipe step was 2400, and RPM was increased by
150 for each wafer, for maximum RPM of 5700. The thickness of the photoresist for each wafer
was measured with a reflectometer, using five measurement points (center and four edge
positions) and taking the average of the results.
Once we had obtained a spin curve for our photoresist, we conducted Swing Curve experiments
using the same RPMs as in spin curve testing. In first part of Swing Curve testing, three separate
wafer lots – each with 25 wafers – were used: one lot without thermal oxidation, one with 370
nm thermal oxide and one with 480 nm thermal oxide. After the these initial lots, one smaller lot
with only 7 test wafers and 390 nm thermal oxide was used for a more accurate Swing Curve
analysis: the RPM was increased only by 50 between each wafer, with starting RPM chosen based
on prior test results and known process requirements.
Exposure of each lot was done with Stepper using the same reticle for the first three lots with 25
wafers: the chosen reticle and its associated exposure program were taken from a common
process used with OiR 907-17 photoresist. For the later lot with 7 wafers and narrower RPMrange, we used the F4-field of the designed test reticle, omitting all the other fields from the
exposure program. The development program was same for all the lots: a double-puddle recipe
commonly used for our photoresist.
For measuring the linewidth of CD-test structures with optical measurement microscope, a
measurement program was created for both type of reticles and printed features using the
associated CD-measurement marks. After this, the linewidths of the test structures were
measured with the program, using 6 measurement points for the first three lots and 5
measurement points for the latest. The measurement programs were set to measure CD at resist
profile edge, close but not perfectly bottom of the measured profile: a setup commonly used

with this equipment to avoid edge definition errors. Nevertheless, for oxidized wafers and a
range of certain resist thicknesses, a large amount of variation was observed. In order to
determine the source of this error, the photoresist and oxide thickness variation were analyzed
with reflectometer, and the linewidths of the lot with 480 nm thermal oxide were measured a
second time to evaluate CD-measurement error.
An optimal photoresist thickness was determined by three criteria: linewidths for different oxides
of different thickness (including no oxide) close to each other (i.e. where different Swing curves
are close to each other), Swing Curves at minimum or maximum (to minimize linewidth variation
due to process variation) and reasonably low linewidth variation (i.e. outside the photoresist
thickness range, where the unnaturally high linewidth variation was observed with oxidized
wafers).
3.4.2 Process window optimization by focus-exposure matrix
The optimal photoresist thickness obtained in Swing Curve optimization was also used in E/Ftests. Before the actual SEM-analysis, optical microscope analysis was used to get a rough
estimate for an optimum focus, suitable focus range, minimum exposure energy to open the
structures and maximum energy before overexposing the structure. The preliminary optical
microscope analysis used focus range of [-8, 8 μm] with 1,0 μm steps and exposure energy range
[120, 340 mJ] with 20 mJ steps. The preliminary investigation was done using arrays (see table 8)
with linewidths of 0,8 μm and 1,2 μm, although other arrays were also casually investigated.
Information obtained from this analysis was used to construct the first Focus Exposure Matrix for
SEM analysis. This E/F analysis used 25x2,0 μm array located in mask field F2 as investigated
structures. It used focus range of [-7, 3 μm] with 1,0 μm steps and exposure energy range [150,
250 mJ] with 20 mJ steps. The wafers used for SEM-analysis were from a new lot, with different
type of wafers, with oxide thickness of 400 nm. The samples were viewed with 90o tilting of
wafer stage. The Scanning Electron Microscope was located in a different cleanroom as our other
equipment, and thus the wafer boxes had to be vacuum-packed in a cleanroom foil for
transportation.
Two problems were encountered in the first E/F analysis: first, the photoresist on top of the
insulating oxide was charged during SEM-analysis, which reduced the image quality and thus the
accuracy of the CD analysis. Secondly, it was determined that higher exposure energies would be
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needed to obtain the lower part of the E/F diagram (see figure 43 in chapter 2.5.3). A new Focus
Exposure analysis was conducted using the same focus range, but with exposure range of [240,
320 mJ] with 20 mJ steps. The wafers were from the same lot as those used in the previous E/Ftests, but this time they were coated by sputtering gold onto them with, which prevented the
detrimentary charging of the photoresist. Before the gold sputtering, the wafers were cut for
cross-sectional SEM-samples to ensure proper step coverage of the surface to be imagined. After
gold sputtering, these small samples were carefully deposited in cleanroom box walls with
cleanroom tape: an additional step mandatory due to the need to transfer wafer boxes between
cleanrooms. For this investigation, the samples were viewed with 80o tilting of the wafer stage.
The investigation of the photoresist profiles and determination of optimal process parameters
(focus and exposure energy) were done based on the analysis of two parameters: linewidth and
photoresist angle (see chapter 2.5.1, specifically figure 38). Photoresist loss, the third common
parameter used in photoresist profile analysis, was not investigated in this work due to two
reasons: firstly, measuring the profile height from the first samples without gold sputtering
yielded unacceptably high random error due to difficulties at discerning actual wafer top.
Secondly, viewing the SEM-samples with tilted (80o) wafer stage allowed to find correct arrays
(2,0 μm) much faster, while this tilting made measuring the photoresist directly from the SEMpicture impossible (as the profiles themselves were also tilted).
Based on the obtained E/F-plots, we determined an optimal focus and exposure energy to be
used in our final tests. These optimal parameters were used in our later tests, so that the
investigation could focus on comparing the different structures in reticle fields. The optimal
parameters were chosen based on where a change in these parameter would cause the smallest
change in the linewidth (see chapter 2.5.3, especially figure 43). Using the Bossung plot obtained
in our E/F-analysis, we also draw a rough estimate for process window directly into our Bossung
plots, using the criteria by Mack to estimate the area of the ellipse (see chapter 2.5.3). This
estimate was used as a final result for the process window and DOF of the Stepper tool.
3.4.3 Exposure of narrow lines and Subresolution Assist Features (SRAFs)
The SRAF-investigation used the F1-field in our test mask (see table 8) and optimal focus
parameters found in E/F-tests. The main idea behind this investigation was to compare three
kinds of structures: arrays (F2, same structures as investigated in E/F-analysis), isolated lines (F1)

and SRAF-structures (F1). This comparison was done for the structures with 0,8 μm; 0,9 μm and
1,0 μm linewidths of main lines for each of these structures. The investigation of SRAFs was done
for both polarities.
Since the linewidths used in this analysis were the smallest in our reticle, this investigation also
yielded information about resolution limit and capability of opening narrow lines of the Stepper
tool. For this analysis, also the dummy lines (0,7 μm) were used. This investigation was also done
for structures of both polarities (gaps and lines). The resolution limit of the Stepper was only
roughly evaluated with visual analysis from SEM-pictures of the narrowest lines from our
photomask: no scientific or more precise analysis was conducted. The results of this analysis
were compared with Rayleigh criterion given by equation (1).
3.4.4 Photoresist profiles on patterned oxides
Our work this far focused on imaging photoresist profiles on top of mask oxide. For future
products using Stepper in their process flow, we also investigated photoresist profiles on top of
patterned mask oxide: process flow for this experiment is presented in figure 51 in the next page.
The abbreviation B1 in the figure corresponds to mask bias, which was varied for all the different
structures in the exposure field (see chapter 3.3). The first lithography step, oxide patterning,
used a new test mask that had only one field, with the same type of design as field 3 of our main
test mask (see table 8). The second lithography step used our main test mask: this lithography
step was conducted after the mask oxide had been patterned using RIE-etching, followed by
photoresist stripping.
The main object of this investigation was to investigate the differences in photoresist profiles on
top of the oxide and on top of bare silicon. The comparison was first done with the same two
parameters as in E/F-analysis: photoresist width at bottom of profile and sidewall angle. For the
profiles on top of the oxide, the investigation was done in two measurement sets: first directly
after second lithography step and second after oxide-etching step by RIE. Between the two
measurement sets, the x-offset of the Stepper tool was slightly adjusted to compensate for an
observed overlay error.
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Figure 51: Process flow for patterned oxide (courtesy Altti Torkkeli, Murata Electronics). Reproduced by
permission of Murata Electronics.

The photoresist profile height was also analyzed in this part of the experiment. A comparison was
done for four different types of profiles: profile on top bare silicon with and without second
oxide-etching step, and profile on top of oxide with and without second oxide-step. The results
obtained from this comparison were used to evaluate the selectivity of photoresist to thermal
oxide in RIE-etching and also necessitated to re-evaluate the results and optimal photoresist
thickness obtained in Swing Curve analysis. In order to analyze the photoresist heights, the
sample stage was tilted 90o instead of 80o.

4 Results
In this chapter we present the results of our experiments. In our work, the optimal parameters
obtained in previous tests were used in later tests: for example, the optimum photoresist
thickness obtained in our Swing Curve tests was used in all of our later tests. As this work had a
vast amount of SEM-images (about 200), we have no possibility to show all of them. Some
exemplary images are shown in the following chapters or in Appendixes.

4.1 Swing curves
Figure 52 shows the spin curve obtained for OiR 907-17 photoresist. The photoresist thickness is
reduced by the reciprocal square root of spin speed, as expected [6]. Standard deviations have
been used in the figure as error bars, but these were so small, that they cannot be seen in the
figure. The R-value of the trendline is 0,999, which is excellent, and the results can be viewed to
be trustworthy.
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Figure 52: OiR 907-17 spin curve. Test wafers had 370 nm thermal oxide. Photoresist thickness was measured with
reflectometer.
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Using the obtained spin curve data and optical CD measurement of our test structures, Stepper
Swing Curves were obtained: figure 53 shows the results for three different types of wafer lots
used. Two lots had thermal oxide (370 nm and 480 nm), while one lot was without oxide. The
results for lots with oxides had a large amount of variation and evident outlier points between
RPM-range of 3900-4950 (resist thicknesses between 1470 -1650 nm): in the figure 53 shown
below the obvious outliers have been left out when taking the average linewidth for the Swing
Curve measurement points.
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Figure 53: Stepper Swing Curves by resist thickness for test wafers without oxide and two different oxide
thicknesses. Resist thicknesses have been calculated from the spin curve. Standard deviations have been used for
error bars. Outliers have been excluded from results.

Photoresist and oxide thickness variation were determined not to be responsible for this
linewidth variation: the difference between maximum and minimum of these thin films was
determined to be less than 20 nm for each wafer, an order of magnitude less than variation seen
for CD-measurements in Swing Curves. The most probable reason for this variation was
determined to be CD edge definition error for the measurement program of the optical
microscope used in the analysis. The variation was noticed only for oxidized wafers and certain

photoresist thicknesses: the CDs for wafers with 480 nm oxide were measured again, and there
was as high 500 nm linewidth variation for same measurement point in the same wafer. The
figures used in the analysis of Swing Curve variation are presented in Appendix A. The exact
reason for this Swing Curve variation was not investigated any further: instead we simply chose a
photoresist spin speed range for photoresist thickness with small variation for a closer analysis.
Figure 54 below shows Swing Curve analysis for a narrower resist thickness range chosen for
closer Swing curve investigation. The actual wafers used for this analysis were those with 390 nm
oxide: the measurement points for 370 nm and 480 nm oxide have been directly taken from
figure 53 in the previous page, and their thickness is too far apart to evaluate the Swing period. It
should also be noted that the wafers with 390 nm oxide used a different reticle with narrower
test-CD linewidths in exposure, which prevents direct comparison of linewidths for same resist
thickness. From the measurement points for the lot with 390 nm oxide, we can see that the
Swing period is approximately 35 nm.
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Figure 54: Stepper Swing Curves for resist thickness range determined to be optimal for focus-exposure tests and
Stepper performance. For 370nm and 480nm oxide wafers the results are from figure 53 for this narrower resist
thickness range. Wafers with 390 nm oxide used different reticle, with different CD-measurement linewidths.
Standard deviations have been used for error bars.
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By substituting the value of refractive index of our photoresist (1,67) and the estimated
wavelength of our illumination (420,5 nm, an average between g-line and h-line illumination) into
equation (6), we get:
⁄

, which is a much larger value than obtained experimentally for oxidized wafers. However, by
looking more closely to figure 53 for wafers without oxide and smaller resist thickness (and thus
more tightly packed measurement points), we can see that the Swing period for wafers without
oxide is approximately 110 nm: a value close to the theoretical value obtained from equation 6.
Based on the Swing Curves shown before and known process requirements, optimal photoresist
thickness was determined to be 1670 nm (corresponding to 3750 RPM photoresist spin speed):
with this photoresist thickness, linewidth variation was very small and Stepper Swing curves were
close to each other and at minimum (390 nm oxide and no oxide wafers), which is advantageous
to minimize the effect of process variation.

4.2 Bossung plots and process window
From a preliminary microscope analysis, the first E/F-investigation used focus range [-7,3 μm]
with 1,0 μm steps and exposure energy range [150, 250 mJ] with 20 mJ steps. Two examples of
optical microscope images used in the preliminary analysis are presented in figures 55 and 56
below. The clear white areas (such as the labeling number) correspond to chrome-free areas in
the mask. Figure 55 shows an array that has been exposed as desired, with clearly defined
individual lines in the array, while figure 56 shows an example of a clearly overexposed array,
where the individual lines have been lost completely.

Figure 55: Optical microscope picture of 25x1,2 μm array (F2 in mask) used for preliminary E/F-analysis, with
exposure energy of 240 mJ and focus of -2,0 μm, showing lines of reasonable quality.

Figure 56: Optical microscope picture of the same type of array as above, this time with exposure energy of 320 mJ
and focus of 4,0 μm. This shot has been clearly overexposed and no individual lines can be seen.
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After the initial investigation, the actual E/F-analysis was conducted with SEM. As discussed in
chapter 3.4.2, this was done in two different exposure sets, with the later samples also having a
gold sputtering step before the SEM-analysis. The measurements from SEM-samples with gold
sputtering were for exposure energies of 240 mJ, 260 mJ, 280 mJ, 300 mJ and 320 mJ, and they
have been denoted in Bossung plots with colored bordering. Examples of SEM-pictures with and
without gold-coating can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 57 presents all the measured linewidths from our E/F-analysis, with focus on x-axis and
different exposure energies presented by different curves. The same data is presented in figure
58, but this time trendlines with second order polynomial fit have been used to evaluate
photoresist profile behavior and measurement points for focus -7,0 µm, which are evidently the
largest amount out of focus, have also been left out for better polynomial fit. From figure 58, we
can see that this behavior resembles that of expected (see figure 43 in chapter 2.5.3) and that the
isofocal focus is approximately -1,0 μm and isofocal dose is about 230 mJ. The isofocal bias is
about 150 nm and isofocal CD is about 1,85 µm, although there is a systematical error between
the two measurement sets, which makes precise determination of these parameters difficult.
Using the criterion by Mack (maximum of ±10 % linewidth variation), an ellipse has been drawn
into figure 58 to give an estimate for the process window of the Stepper. Based on this process
window, the DOF of the Stepper tool is approximately 4 μm.
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Figure 57: Linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. The measurement points for SEM-samples with gold
sputtering are denoted by colored bordering.
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Figure 58: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. The measurement points
for SEM-samples with gold sputtering are denoted by colored bordering. The measurement points without gold
coating are smaller than they should be (see explanation below or chapter 2.5.4). The ellipse presents the process
window of the Stepper tool (see chapter 2.5.3 for Mack criterion).

The systematical error between the two measurements sets in figures 57 and 58 is quite obvious:
the smallest energy of the measurements with gold sputtering (240 mJ) have a larger measured
linewidth than with the measurements without gold sputtering for a lesser exposure energy (230
mJ) with good focus. There are two probable reasons for this: firstly, the charging of the
photoresist for non-coated samples can cause the line to appear narrower due to the deflection
of the electron beams, as demonstrated in figure 49 in chapter 2.5.4. Due to this effect, the
measured widths of non-coated samples are narrower than they should be. Secondly, since these
SEM-measurements are from two different exposure sets, standard Stepper variation will also
cause some difference between two exposure sets. The effect of Stepper errors and variance are
more thoroughly discussed in chapter 5.4 and the difference between the coated and non-coated
samples are analyzed in chapter 5.3 and Appendix B.
The E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis can be presented in a different way, in exposure doselinewidth plot with focus as parameter in different curves, as in figure 59 below. Trendlines with
second order polynomial fit have been used to evaluate photoresist profile behavior. When
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analyzing the E/F-data this way, the optimal exposure energy seems to be about 230 mJ to hold
true. Based on this figure, the systematical error between the two measurement set is about 100
nm, which is not much different than estimated wafer-to-wafer variance of the Stepper tool (70
nm, see chapter 5.4). This systematical error is much greater as the image goes out of focus (see
Appendix B).
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Figure 59: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis.

In our E/F-analysis we also investigated the photoresist sidewall angle: the measured sidewall
data are presented in figures 60 and 61. The presentation is as before with linewidth analysis: the
latter figure has an estimate for process window using Mack criterion (>80 o sidewall angle) and a
second order polynomial fit to evaluate photoresist profile behavior. Both figures have focus on
x-axis and different exposure energies are presented with different curves. Optimal focus of -1,0
μm seems true also based on this data, although some of the samples with higher exposure
energies have a sidewall maximum at higher focus (see Appendix B for a more thorough analysis).
Analyzing the optimal exposure energy from these figures is difficult. The process window
created by sidewall angle criterion is larger than that of linewidth criterion: thus it is the
linewidth criterion that is the limiting factor of process window (see figure 44b in chapter 2.5.3).
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Figure 60: Resist sidewall angle E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis.
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Figure 61: Second order polynomial fit for sidewall angle E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. The box presents the
process window of the Stepper tool (see chapter 2.5.3 for Mack criteria).
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The results obtained by linewidth and sidewall angle data of our E/F-analysis are presented in
table 9. Isofocal dose of 230 mJ and isofocal focus of -1,0 μm were used in our later tests. The
DOF obtained by visual analysis of process window can be compared to theoretical value
obtained by equation (2): By substituting numerical aperture of our Stepper (NA=0,31),
approximated wavelength for gh-line illumination (λ=0,42025 μm) and

(see chapter 2.2.2)

into equation (2), we get:
,
which corresponds well with our estimate from E/F-curve figures with process window estimates.
Table 9: The results obtained by E/F-analysis for our Stepper tool.

Parameter

Value

DOF

4 μm

Isofocal dose

230 mJ

Isofocal focus

-1,0 μm

Isofocal bias

150 nm

Isofocal CD

1,85 μm

4.3 Exposure of submicron lines and Sub-resolution Assist Features
Figures 62 and 63 present the SRAF structures of both polarities: we can see that in both cases
the assist features (the narrower lines and gaps flanking the main line in the middle) did not fulfill
their purpose as dummy features: apparently the 0,7 μm width on mask was not below the
resolution limit of our Stepper tool, as is needed for dummy features (see chapter 2.2.5.). Thus
the only conclusion we can draw from our SRAF-tests is that narrower dummy features would
have been necessary: unfortunately 0,7 μm was the limit of our mask provider.

Figure 62: SRAF-structure with main linewidth (chrome on mask) of 0,8 μm, assist linewidth of 0,7 μm (chrome on
mask) and gap (clear area on mask) of 0,7 μm. Assist features were not narrow enough to be below resolution
limit.
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Figure 63: SRAF-structure with main gap (clear area on mask) width of 0,8 μm, assist gap width of 0,7 μm and lines
(chrome on mask) of 0,7 μm. Assist features were not narrow enough to be below resolution limit.

Figures 64, 65 and 66 show other types of narrow structures that were investigated. Figure 64
shows a single line with 0,8 μm linewidth on mask while figure 65 shows a gap with the same
width on mask. Figure 66 shows an array where both the gap and linewidth are 0,8 μm. The
actual lines on the profile are about 200 nm narrower than that in the mask: a result that
corresponds reasonably with the isofocal bias observed in our E/F-analysis (150 nm narrower
than mask structure, see figure 58). The isofocal bias is about the same for the gap.
By comparing the different SEM-pictures for single lines and arrays (such figures 64 and 66) we
see that single lines and arrays have approximately equal linewidths and angles: for a more
reliable analysis, more samples would have been needed. From all the figures presented in this
chapter, it can also be seen that using submicron dimensions on the photomask cause the actual
profiles to become quite narrow for future process steps (such as DRIE). The width of photoresist
at the top of the profile also starts to shrink dubiously narrow, especially for non-array structures,
as seen in figure 64.

Figure 64: Single line (chrome on mask) of 0,8 μm width.

Figure 65: Single gap (clear area on mask) of 0,8 μm width.
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Figure 66: Array with 0,8 μm width (chrome) and 0,8 μm gap (clear area).

By substituting numerical aperture of our Stepper tool (NA=0,31), approximated wavelength for
gh-line illumination (λ=0,42025 μm) and

=0,7 (see chapter 2.2.2) into equation (1), we get:

for our Stepper system. This corresponds quite well with the visual analysis of our narrow
structures, as it is with lines narrower than this that the top of the photoresist start to shrink
especially narrow (see figure 62). It should be remembered that these photoresist profiles are a
result of exposure with optimal focus and exposure energy: erring from these optimal exposure
parameters might cause the narrow structures appear much more poorly defined.

4.4 Photoresist profiles on top of patterned oxide
Figures 67 and 68 show an example of a SEM-picture used in the analysis of photoresist profiles
on top of patterned oxides. The structure is the same in both pictures, but measurement was
done for different profiles to obtain comparison. By comparing the photoresist profiles between
top of the oxide and top of bare silicon, we can see that the linewidth (measured at the bottom
of the profile) is narrower and the sidewall angle is steeper on top of the oxide. This can be quite
simply be explained by the profile on top of bare silicon having greater photoresist height, thus
allowing for the sloped profile to continue lower. Based on the measurements on all the different
structures investigated, the structures with pitch of 3,75 µm had a linewidth difference of 150 nm
and angle difference of 0,9o, while structures with pitch of 4,25 µm pitch had a linewidth
difference of 120 nm and angle difference of 1,5o.

Figure 67: Array-like structure with pitch of 3,75 µm, with linewidth (chrome on mask) of 2,7 µm and gap (clear
area on mask) of 1,05 µm. Dimension measurements on top of bare silicon. Final oxide etch has not been done
yet.
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Figure 68: Array-like structure with pitch of 3,75 µm, with linewidth (chrome on mask) of 2,7 µm and gap (clear
area on mask) of 1,05 µm. Dimension measurements on top of thermal oxide. Final oxide etch has not been done
yet.

Photoresist profiles after final oxide etch are demonstrated in figures 69 and 70. From these
figures, we can see that the linewidths on top of oxide and on top silicon are more closer to each
other and that sidewalls are more straighter, approximately 90 o for both cases. Based on all the
investigated structures, the linewidth difference between top of oxide and top of silicon is
actually very close to zero. In other words, after the final oxide etching there is no noticeable
differences between the two different evaluated profiles. This is most certainly due to oxide
etching: it is probable that PERIE-etching, which happens mostly vertically, has removed the thin
edges of the sloped photoresist profile. As these edges are more prominent on top of silicon than
on top oxide (as seen in figures 67 and 68), the linewidths will be more closer to each other after
etching. The oxide etching has also removed about 100 nm silicon from exposed area, which can
be seen in the SEM-images as small pits in both sides of the photoresist profile on top of bare
silicon.

Figure 69: Array-like structure with pitch of 3,75 µm, linewidth (chrome on mask) of 2,7 µm and gap (clear area on
mask) of 1,05 µm. Dimension measurements on top of bare silicon. Final oxide etch has been done.

Figure 70: Array-like structure with pitch of 3,75 µm, linewidth (chrome on mask) of 2,7 µm and gap (clear area on
mask) of 1,05 µm. Dimension measurements on top of thermal oxide. Final oxide etch has been done.
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Figure 71 shows one more picture of photoresist profiles before the final oxide: the sloped,
vertically thin photoresist edges on profiles on top of silicon are very prominent in this figure.
This SEM-picture also gives information about photoresist profile height: we can see that the
photoresist thickness is approximately 300 nm thinner after oxide etching (see figures 69 and 70).
The average photoresist thicknesses for all the different types of measured photoresist profiles
are given in table 10 below. Two results can be seen from this table: firstly, the photoresist layer
has been almost perfectly planarized, as the thickness on top bare silicon is 200 nm more than
the thickness expected for planar surfaces (1,67 µm, see chapter 4.1) and 200 nm less on top of
the oxide, with the average photoresist thickness corresponding very accurately to results
obtained in Swing Curve tests for planar surfaces (1,67 µm).

Figure 71: Array-like structure with pitch of 3,75 µm, linewidth (chrome on mask) of 2,7 µm and gap (clear area on
mask) of 1,05 µm. Final oxide etch has not been done yet.

Table 10: Photoresist profile heights on top of bare silicon and on top of thermal oxide (400 nm), for both before
final oxide etching and after final oxide etching. Based on our Swing Curve tests, we know that the photoresist
spinning settings we used should produce 1,67 µm thick photoresist layer on top of planar surface.

Before final oxide etch

After final oxide etch

On top of bare silicon

1,87 µm

1,58 µm

On top of oxide (400 nm)

1,47 µm

1,14 µm

Secondly, we can see that our etching recipe has removed approximately 310 nm photoresist and
100 nm silicon. By taking into account the overetch time (40 s) of our oxide etching recipe and
using the average etching times of the oxide etching recipe (110 s), we can calculate etch rates
for silicon, oxide and photoresist. With these etch rates, we can calculate the selectivities of the
etch process. The results of these calculations are presented in table 11.
Table 11: Etch rates and Ox-selectivities of the mask oxide etching recipe used in this work.

Material

Etch rate (estimate)

Selectivity to oxide

Oxide

220 nm/min

NA

Photoresist

120 nm/min

1,8:1

Silicon

40 nm/min

5,5:1

As the photoresist profile thicknesses vary this greatly depending on whether they are on top of
oxide or on top of bare silicon, the result we obtained for optimum photoresist thickness in our
Swing Curve tests in chapter 4.1 are not quite applicable for photoresist profiles on top of
patterned, non-planar surfaces. However, when we take 1,87 µm thick photoresist for bare
silicon and 1,47 µm thick photoresist for 400 nm thick oxide, and examine our Swing Curve
(figure 53 in chapter 4.1) we see the expected linewidth being close to each other (approximately
6,8 µm for the no_oxide curve with 1,87 µm thickness and approximately 6,9 µm 370 nm_oxide
curve with 1,47 µm thickness). The exact thicknesses in our SEM-analysis are, of course, different
as the mask structures were completely different, but the linewidths are nevertheless quite close
before final oxide etch and virtually identical after the final oxide etching.
In addition, no scalloping sidewalls due to standing wave effects (like in figure 14c in chapter
2.2.3, for example) are observed in any of our SEM-images. Possible reasons for lack of scalloping
sidewalls are the use of broadband illumination of our Stepper tool (see figure 15 in chapter
2.2.3) and the use of 1x optics (see chapter 2.4.1), which both reduce the sinusoidal intensity
variation due to standing wave effects.
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5 Discussion
In this chapter we discuss our obtained results and their trustworthiness in more detail. There
were various factors, already presented in the results section that possibly caused large amount
of variation or errors to our results. We will show in this chapter that regardless of these factors
our results are reasonably accurate and the effect of these errors is not critical.

5.1 Resolution and depth of focus evaluation
Based on our tests, the resolution limit of our Stepper system is 1,0 µm or slightly better. A
proximity printer used in similar MEMS production has practical resolution limit of about 3 μm:
the Stepper is a substantial improvement over this. Our obtained resolution matches with the
theoretical estimate obtained by Rayleigh criterion and is as expected from Steppers of 150 mm
wafer generation and gh-line wavelength (see table 3 in chapter 2.4.2).
Based on E/F-curves obtained in our tests, the DOF of our Stepper system is approximately 4 µm.
The depth of focus of a proximity printer used in similar MEMS production is between 6 – 20 μm
(exact value depends on NA settings). Even though the DOF of our Stepper is smaller, it has
greatly smaller image field size, and thus the effect of wafer and thin film variations is less (see
chapter 2.4.1). The value obtained for DOF is very close to one obtained from Rayleigh criterion
(4,4 µm). The process window of our Stepper tool is quite large, as seen in figure 58 in chapter
4.2. In our work, we simply draw an ellipse by visual approximation to get an estimate of our
process window: this is not the proper, scientific way for process window determination (see
chapter 2.5.3), but it gives us an estimate that is good enough for this work.
The resolution and DOF also depend on the type of structure being imaged: most of our work
was conducted on arrays with gap equal to linewidth. As discussed in chapter 2.5.3, different
types of structures may have drastically different process windows, and poor overlapping of
these different process windows is often more problematic than defining them. Improvement of
process window overlapping was meant to be investigated by researching the effects of SRAFs,
whose purpose was to make individual lines behave more like an array. However, the assist lines
in our mask were not narrow enough to fulfill their purpose as dummy lines: instead they were
exposed. A different mask manufacturer with capability for writing narrower lines on mask would
have been needed for this investigation to get any results. However, the fundamental reason for
commercial and reputable mask manufacturer not to be able provide mask with narrow enough

lines is the 1x optics of our Stepper tool: the use of reduction optics would greatly alleviate in this
matter, but this would require completely new exposure tool.

5.2 Effect of thermal oxide
In the experimental part of our work, we noticed several variations of which sources could be
derived directly or indirectly from the thin (usually about 400 nm, but varied by lot) thermal
oxide. The most important effects were: CD-measurement variance/error encountered in Swing
Curve analysis (chapter 4.1), photoresist charging in SEM-analysis (chapter 4.2), variation on
photoresist thickness due to patterned oxide topography (chapter 4.4) and the effect of oxide
etching on photoresist profiles (chapter 4.4). The photoresist charging and the gold-coating used
to counter this are discussed in the next chapter, while other effects are analyzed below.
When measuring the linewidths of structures with different photoresist thicknesses, an
abnormally large variation was observed for certain photoresist thicknesses (1470 nm – 1650
nm). Based on our analysis (see Appendix A), we concluded the reason for this being incorrect
edge definition for certain photoresist thicknesses, excluded the clear outlier points from our
results and determined a spin speed for photoresist thickness without unexplainable variation
(1,67 µm) for our later tests. However, when we investigated the photoresist profiles on top of
patterned oxide (chapter 4.4), we noticed the actual photoresist thickness on top of oxide was
1470 nm, which is very close to the area with unexplainable CD-measurement variation. The use
of slightly thicker thermal oxide (i.e. 500 nm) would cause thinner photoresist thickness on top of
oxide, and thus resist thickness away from the problematic area, but thinner resist might not
withstand later etching steps.
Patterned oxide topography causes the photoresist thickness to vary 400 nm depending whether
on top of oxide or bare silicon, an effect not taken into account in our Swing Curve tests. Based
on SEM-analysis of patterned oxide (table 10 in chapter 4.4) and Swing Curve figures (figure 53 in
chapter 4.1), the linewidth difference caused by Swing Curve effects would be approximately 0,4
% of the feature linewidth. However, the measurement points around the real photoresist
thicknesses on top of patterned oxide are scarce, and a closer analysis using the same exposure
parameters as in analysis of patterned oxides could be useful to analyze the Swing Curve effect.
This is not critical, as based on our SEM-analysis the linewidths on top of oxide and on top of bare
silicon are identical after the final oxide etching step.
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The final oxide etching step in our two part lithography progress (see figure 51 in chapter 3.4.4
for process flow and chapter 4.4 for results) removed approximately 300 nm photoresist in
addition to etching away the exposed oxide. This had one unexpected, advantageous effects: it
removed the edges of our sloped resist profiles, improving the resist sidewall angle to 90 o and
also removing the difference between linewidths on top of oxide and top of bare silicon, as the
profiles on top of bare silicon were more steeply sloped. The oxide etching, however, also
removed about 100 nm silicon from the bare areas (see small pits beside the photoresist profile
in figures 69 and 70 in chapter 4.4). This might cause some minor problems in the following DRIEetching steps, but these are not in the scope of this work.

5.3 Effect of gold sputtering in SEM-analysis
Coating the photoresist samples by gold sputtering improved the image quality of SEM, allowing
for more accurate definition of photoresist edges (see appendix B). In addition, it might have
given a more realistic value of profile width, as it prevented photoresist charging and deflection
of electron beams (see figure 49 in chapter 2.5.4). The width of non-coated samples appeared
systematically about 100 nm less than expected in our E/F-analysis (see chapter 4.2.), although
whether this was only due to gold coating, only due to Stepper variation or a combination of both
is unclear.
In retrospect, it would have been wise to use gold coating from the start to avoid this
systematical difference. This difference does not, however, cause any notable problems
ultimately, as the goal was to find optimal exposure parameters by estimating at what focus and
what exposure energy Bossung curves are the most flat: the flatness of the curves does not
depend on their actual positions. As for the determination of the process window, we can simply
visually adjust the Bossung curves of non-coated samples slightly up in our Bossung plot (figure
58 in chapter 4.2.).
Using gold-coating on our samples was not, however, without problems: the gold sputter used in
coating and SEM used in imaging were in different cleanrooms, so we had to use an impractical
transportation method where the small, gold-coated wafer pieces were taped into inside walls of
a wafer box. The removal of these samples from the wafer box caused some damage to the
photoresist profiles: the amount of damage varied from minimal to badly destructive. Due to this
damage, we had to use a few non–coated samples even in our later E/F-analysis set. None of

these samples were in the area of good focus inside the process window, so their effect is
minimal.

5.4 Stepper variations
During our experiments, we exposed different wafer lots for different experiments at different
exposure sets. E/F-analysis also used two different exposure sets, and as discussed in chapter
4.2., this might have also contributed to the systematical difference observed between the two
measurement sets. It is difficult to determine accurately the amount CD-difference caused by
standard Stepper variation, as the effect of gold coating (or more accurately the effect of lacking
it) is also known to cause systematical error in linewidth measurement.
However, by analyzing the exposure energy curves close to each other, but from different sets
(that is 240 mJ vs. 230 and 250 mJ), we can see that the non-coated samples are not only lower
than expected, but also their curvature is flatter. This can be due to either two reasons: SEMsamples without gold-coating that are badly out of focus (such as F=- 6,0 μm and E=250 mJ) have
been measured poorly, and they are actually wider than measured, or there is actually some
Stepper variation that has resulted in more constant CD with largely varying focus for the first
samples. If the latter were the case, which somewhat doubtful, there is no way to find the actual
reason for this from the data we have.
Based on the acceptance tests conducted on Steppers and CD-monitor results of a MEMS
product, the wafer-to-wafer linewidth variation of the Stepper tool is approximately ± 70 nm. We
have no knowledge, if this value is any close to the CD-variation between the different
measurement sets in this work, but it is the best value we have for an estimate of CD-variation.
By taking a look at figures 58 chapter 4.2, we can see that by expecting a CD-variation of 70 nm
between the measurement sets and moving the values of non-coated measurement points
correspondly 70 nm upwards, the two measurement sets would be better in line with each other:
the measurement points of the 250 mJ set (non-coated) would be just above the points of the
240 mJ set (coated). Thus it is quite possible that the difference between the two measurement
sets is mostly due to Stepper CD-variance, which itself is a function of different errors sources of
all the lithography steps.
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In addition to CD-variance, we know that there is also overlay variance between different
exposures. Based on CD-monitor results of a MEMS product and acceptance tests of the Stepper
tool, the wafer-to-wafer overlay variance is approximately ± 300 nm. The overlay of the Stepper
tool was not investigated in this work, and in fact the only part where we used multiple
lithography steps with alignment to previous layer was experiments in chapter 4.4. In this part of
our experimental work, we saw that the photoresist profiles on top of oxide were not perfectly
placed in the middle: the profiles were systematically positioned to one direction in the x-axis,
with the amount of this displacement varying between each shot. The systematical difference
deemed to be due to incorrect x-offset chosen in Stepper settings, and was adjusted after the
first measurement set. The amount of displacement to single direction, however, varied, and
based on the few measurements we have, the in-wafer overlay variance was about ± 200 nm: a
value slightly below the estimate for wafer-to-wafer variance.

5.5 Variation due other tools and cleanroom conditions
Humidity and temperature of the cleanroom where Stepper was positioned are monitored
constantly. By examining this cleanroom data for each of our exposure sets, we saw that
temperature was within 21,3 ± 0,2 oC and humidity was within 40 ± 1 % for all of our exposure
steps. For all the exposures, all the other lithography steps were conducted on the same day, and
the cleanroom conditions remained within these limits also for the other lithography steps. We
can thus reasonably certainly conclude that the cleanroom condition variation was small and had
no noticeable effect to our results.
All of the different lithography and measurement tools (except SEM) used in this work are used in
daily MEMS-production and thus their operation, process variations and particle amount are
regularly monitored. Thus the errors and variance of the different tools were not investigated any
more thoroughly in this work, as we knew the tools to be well-monitored and maintained.
Nevertheless, on the course of our work, some data was also obtained for some of the
equipment: the in-wafer maximum oxide thickness difference was less than 3 % (10 nm) and the
wafer-to-wafer variance of photoresist thickness was less than 2 % (20 nm) (see Appendix A).
The observed thin film thickness variance was of completely different scale than the measured
CD-variance in Swing Curve tests (chapter 4.1): the measured CD variance was of an order of
magnitude greater. Measuring the same CD-structures twice, it was verified that the error in the

measured sets was as high as 500 nm between different measurements, even between
measurements on the same structures (see Appendix A). Thus it can be safely assumed that this
error was due to poor edge definition of the Stepper profile with our measurement program. The
large error was observed only for certain photoresist thickness range (1470 -1650 nm), and as
this thickness range was not used in our later experiments, the CD-error of our CD-measurement
optical microscope was not needed to be taken into account in our later experiments.
The SEM used in our later tests offered a much more accurate and trustworthy photoresist edge
definition than automated optical microscope. Nevertheless, in the analysis of photoresist
profiles, we observed three main sources for measurement error: resist charging sample damage
due to transportation and operator inexperience. In addition to using gold-coating in later
measurement sets, learning the expertise of the SEM use, such as proper adjustment of
stigmation, allowed for a better image quality. The exact amount of effect of these error sources
to CD-variance is unclear, but it is quite obvious that the linewidth variation of the non-coated
samples is much greater than that of the gold-coated samples.
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6 Conclusions
In this work we found the optimal exposure parameters and determined a process window for a
1X Ultratech Stepper tool. We presented the theory necessary to understand Stepper lithography
and optimize our tool. We investigated the effect of Swing Curves on planar surfaces to
determine optimal photoresist thickness. We used SEM for various purposes: to create Bossung
plots to determine process window, to analyze submicron structures in order to evaluate
resolution and to compare photoresist profiles on top of bare silicon and 400 nm thermal oxide.
We discovered that our Stepper has wide process window, large DOF (4 μm) and sufficient
resolution (< 1,0 μm). Compared to proximity printers that use full-wafer imaging, the resolution
of Stepper tool is vastly better, while the DOF is only slightly worse. The improved resolution
allows for new MEMS-products with smaller feature size for improved device performance. The
large process window and DOF make the Stepper tool robust and tolerant to lithography process
variations. The optimal exposure parameters found in this work allow for smaller safety
tolerances in design and thus more efficient use of silicon area: this has direct financial benefits.
As our Swing Curve and E/F investigations were conducted on planar surfaces, the applicability of
our optimum exposure parameters is somewhat reduced on surfaces with topography. As many
MEMS-products utilize various kinds of topography, separate optimization would be useful, but
perhaps not practical, for different types of topographical structures of different products. Our
experiments also investigated mainly simple arrays and isolated lines: for the production of
future MEMS products by using Stepper, one should investigate the structures actually used in
the products. To improve the overlapping of process windows for different types of structures in
different MEMS products, further investigation of the use of SRAFs would be useful. This would,
however, first require the change of mask manufacturer and later require a large amount of
experiments to incorporate the SRAFs into the design rules.
Different variations were observed in our results, especially in Swing Curve analysis by optical
microscope. For a more reliable Swing Curve analysis, one should – in addition to accounting for
surface topography and different thin films – consider using CD-SEM to measure the structure
widths, as the photoresist edge definition of optical microscope measurement was found
wanting. In addition, one should analyze more wafer lots to get trustworthy information about

statistical variations (random errors, systematical errors) and their root causes: this work offered
little in terms of overlay and linewidth variation analysis.
Even though the different lithography steps and the recipes used in them were not investigated
closer in this work, this does not mean improvements could not be also made in these process
steps. For example, the use of lithography simulation software for photoresist behavior with
programs, such as PROLITH, could offer new information about photoresist profiles during
different process steps, yield insight into standing wave effects (see figure 17 in chapter 2.2.4)
and enable optimizing of different secondary lithography steps, such as development and
prebake.
In this work we observed the advantageous effect of oxide etching without actually investigating
it further. The effect of the oxide etching improving resist profiles was somewhat known already,
and could be observed as lesser variation in CD-analysis of MEMS-products after oxide etching:
the edge definition of photoresist profiles is more accurate with good profiles. This advantageous
effect to resist profiles could be investigated further: one could, for example, compare the effect
of oxide etching to profiles in center and in the edge of the wafers, or adjust various PERIE
process parameters, such as overetch time and RF-voltage, to see if there are notable differences
to resist profile adjustment.
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Appendix A Swing Curve CD-measurement error analysis
Below are presented figures used in the analysis of abnormally large linewidth variation for
certain photoresist thickness range (thicknesses (1470 nm – 1650 nm). The figures below
present: maximum linewidth variation by photoresist thickness for three different lots (figure 72),
maximum oxide thickness variation for the wafer lot with 480 nm oxide (figure 73), maximum
photoresist thickness variation for the same lot (figure 74), spin curve with narrower RPM area so
that error bars are visible (figure 75) and two separate Swing Curve measurements conducted to
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Figure 72: The difference between maximum and minimum linewidths for each resist thickness.
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Figure 73: Measured oxide thickness variation for wafers with high measured CD(max-min). We can see this order
of magnitude less than the measured CD-variation.
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Figure 74: Measured resist thickness variation for wafers with high measured CD(max-min). We can see this is
greater than oxide thickness variation, but order of magnitude less than the measured CD-variation.
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Spin curve (error bars by standard deviation)
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Figure 75: Spin Curve for the area of interest, using standard deviation of the reflectometer results as error bars.
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Figure 76: All measurement points for CD-measurements with wafers that had 480 nm thermal oxide.
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Figure 77: Same wafers as in figure 82 above, repeated second time. Autolighting and autofocusing was improved
for this measurement, which has reduced the amount of outlier points.

From the figures above, we see that the effect of photoresist and oxide thickness variation are
neglible. By comparing figures 76 and 77, we see that in the thickness range with abnormally
variation, the measured linewidth can vary as much as 500 nm even when measured from the
same wafer and at same measurement point. In addition, improving autolighting and
autofocusing of our measurement program reduced the amount of outliers in the second
measurement (figure 77). Based on these two facts, we conclude that the observed linewidth
variance was due to problems with edge definition of the CD-measurement microscope using our
measurement program.
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Appendix B Difference between gold-coated and non-gold-coated
samples
In our E/F-analysis the first samples were not gold-coated while the later were. Coating of
photoresist allowed for a better focusing and stigmation adjustment of SEM, thus allowing better
SEM-pictures. This can be clearly seen in figures 78, 79 and 80 below, where the first figure
presents a SEM-image with gold-coated and the later figures present the best-case and worstcase SEM-images of non-coated samples. From figure 80, with no coating and bad focus, it is
difficult to determine the exact positions of profile edges, especially vertically. This was the main
reason for photoresist profile height being excluded from our E/F-analysis.

Figure 78: SEM-image of gold-coated E/F-sample, with exposure energy 230 mJ and focus 2,0 μm.

Figure 79: SEM-image of non-coated E/F-sample, with exposure energy 240 mJ and focus -1,0 μm. Best-case
scenario for SEM-analysis without gold-coating.

Figure 80: SEM-image of gold-coated E/F-sample, with exposure energy 240 mJ and focus -4,0 μm. Worst-case
scenario for SEM-analysis without gold-coating.

Figures 81, 82 and 83 below presents the E/F-data with exposure energies in x-axis and focus by
different curves. The first figure has measurement points with all the focuses, while the
measurements points that are badly out of focus have been omitted from later images. When
comparing the measurement points for energies 240 mJ (coated) to 230 mJ and 250 mJ (noncoated), we can clearly see that with better focus the coated and non-coated measurement
points fit much better in the same straight line, while with poor focus the measurement points
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without coating the measurement points are higher than they should be (250 mJ clearly above
240 mJ), which is due to the measurement error. Thus it can be established that the difference
between the coated and non-coated samples is greater with poor focus.
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Figure 81: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis using both measurement
sets.
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Figure 82: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. Both measurement sets,
but the measurement points that are badly out of focus omitted.
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Figure 83: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. Both measurement sets,
but with only the measurement points that have good focus. We can clearly see that the measurement points of
different measurement sets fit much better in straight line with good focus.

It was clearly noted in our results that there is systematic error of about 100 nm between our
measurement sets. Figures below present our E/F-data divided into different figures for coated
and non-coated samples. Figures 84 and 85 present the linewidth data while figures 86 and 87
present the resist angle data. Optimal focus of -1,0 μm would seem true based on all the figures,
except for resist angle data of gold-coated samples: the optimal focus would seem to be higher
based on this data (figure 87). As we concluded that linewidth was the limiting factor of our
process window, we shall take the result of this parameter for our result.
The optimal focus energy is about 250 mJ based on non-coated samples and about 230 mJ based
on gold-coated samples. As we know that coated samples provided more accurate images with
measured widths closer to reality (see chapter 2.5.4), we concluded that our optimal exposure
energy was 230 mJ. This energy seems also optimal based on figures 81, 82 and 83, as in these
figures the measurement points are closest to each other with 230 mJ.
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Figure 84: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. Non-coated measurement
set
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Figure 85: Second order polynomial fit for linewidth E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. Coated measurement set
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Figure 86: Second order polynomial fit for resist angle E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. Non-coated
measurement set
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Figure 87: Second order polynomial fit for resist angle E/F-data obtained by SEM-analysis. Coated measurement
set

